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       1 

 Introduction    

     

 Th e purpose of this book is to illustrate how to achieve research-design 
equivalence across the diverse groups in one’s study. Groups can be 
diverse with respect to individual characteristics; for example, in gender, 
ethnicity, and sexual orientation; or in the characteristics of the settings 
in which the group resides; for example, urban and suburban communi-
ties. In this text we are assuming that individual and contextual aspects 
of persons’ diversity shape their experiences, understanding, and expres-
sion of the social phenomenon researchers are investigating. 

  Research-design equivalence  refers to the use of processes and pro-
cedures that ensure accurate representation of the phenomenon under 
investigation across diverse groups. For example, consider a study that has 
the goal of determining what role the local recreational institutions play 
in shaping urban and rural teenagers’ experiences of social exclusion. Th e 
researcher will need to tailor every aspect of the study’s design in a way 
that maximizes the internal and external validity of the study for each 
of the two groups. For example, the measure of social exclusion must be 
designed to fi t the unique context in which each group of youth resides. 
Th e measure must have group-specifi c relevance and meaning. Even if 
the researcher is seeking to develop an understanding of the social exclu-
sion that is not group-specifi c, the measure must also have comparable 
meaning across the groups. Th e researcher will have to ensure that the 
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measure has comparable reliability and validity across the diverse groups 
of youth. Th e measures used during the data collection phase are just one 
aspect of the study’s design that requires attention to the comparability 
across diverse samples. Th e concern about the research-design equiva-
lence begins with the formulation of the research question and ends with 
the interpretation and reporting of fi ndings. 

 Th e accumulation of empirical knowledge across studies, which is 
the hallmark of the scientifi c enterprise, is not possible if research-design 
equivalence across studies is not achieved. Without research-design 
equivalence, biased conclusions will be drawn by those seeking to syn-
thesize fi ndings across studies (van Herk, Poortinga, & Verhallen, 2005). 
An ongoing challenge for those seeking to ground social work practice 
in an evidence-based practice framework is tackling the problems in 
establishing research-design equivalence across studies when conducting 
and trying to apply fi ndings from systematic reviews and meta-analyses 
(  Kriston, 2013  ;   Nugent, 2012  ). 

 Th is book intends to describe the unique methodological issues that 
social work researchers face when conducting research with diverse 
groups, and to provide some guidance for how to address these issues. It is 
meant to supplement writings on how to conduct cross-culture research 
found in the works of   Liamputtong (2010)  ,   Matsumoto and van de Vijver 
(2011)  , and F. van de Vijver and K. Leung (1997). Th ose involved in con-
ducting cross-cultural research are encouraged to consult these writings. 
Additionally, this book is designed to serve as supplement to standard 
research-methods texts used in social work doctoral programs that too 
oft en do not mention the methodological issues researchers face when 
conducting research with diverse groups. 

 Th is book is written for social work doctoral students who are inter-
ested in conducting research with diverse groups. Th is book should also 
be of interest to doctoral students in other professions, such as psychol-
ogy, nursing, education, and public health, as they, too, may be inter-
ested in conducting research with diverse groups. Th is book builds on 
an understanding of research design (  Th yer, 2010  ;   Viswanathan, 2005  ), 
classical test theory (  Carmines & Zeller, 1979  ;   Nugent & Hankins, 1992  ), 
and factor analysis (  Pett, Lackey, & Sullivan, 2003  ). It is assumed that 
the readers have an understanding of how to apply the concepts of inter-
nal and external validity to various research designs and the elements 
of a research design. Readers should understand how reliability, validity, 
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and measurement error are conceptualized. An understanding of the 
application of exploratory and confi rmatory factor analysis as analyti-
cal strategies for the evaluation of the validity of a measure needs to be 
understood. Confi rmatory factor analysis as a tool for the evaluation of a 
measure’s equivalency across groups will be demonstrated using Mplus 7 
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2012). On the developer’s website (StatModl.
com), readers can learn how to use Mplus7 and download a fully func-
tioning demonstration version. Th e program is available for Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS X.    

      DIVERSITY: ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING EQUIVALENCE   

 Th e United States population is quite diverse—in terms of gender, race or 
ethnicity, ability, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, and culture. 
Th is diversity has implications for establishing equivalence for all aspects 
of a study’s design. It has impacts on problem formulation, sampling, and 
measurement selection. Th e implications of diversity on these aspects of 
the research process will be discussed below. 

    Problem Formulation   

 Various aspects of individuals’ diversity will aff ect the way they concep-
tualize the phenomena under investigation (  Carter-Black & Kayama, 
2011  ). For example,   Carter-Black and Kayama (2011)   found that 
socio-economic status shaped the way racism was experienced and con-
ceptualized by two African American women who shared several social 
markers of diversity (ethnicity, gender, and historical and regional con-
texts). Th e fi ndings from this study illustrate how individuals’ diversity 
needs to be taken into account when formulating the research questions.  

    Sampling Equivalence   

 Diversity has implications for representative sampling. Obtaining a sam-
ple that is representative of the diversity found in the population under 
study may be a daunting task due to diverse subgroups found in the pop-
ulation (  Knight, Roosa, & Umaña-Taylor, 2009  ). For example, there are 
566 federally recognized Native American and Alaska Native tribes and 

http://www.statModl.com
http://www.statModl.com
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villages (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2013). Th e Native American 
and Alaska Native populations consist of distinct tribes and ethnic 
groups. Researchers studying Native American and Alaska Natives may 
fi nd it diffi  cult to get a representative sample of Native Americans and 
Alaska Natives due to diversity within this group (  Knight et al., 2009  ), 
as they would need to ensure the appropriate representativeness of the 
sample by tribe and ethnic group.  

    Measurement Selection   

 Establishing measurement equivalence requires social work researchers 
to demonstrate that they are measuring the same construct across groups 
in their study. Demonstrating that one is measuring the same construct 
across groups is challenging, in part because persons’ experiences shape 
their perceptions and understanding of the phenomenon under study. 
For example, research looking at depression in African American males 
has to take into account how gender, African American culture, racism 
(  Sean, 2005  ), and the complex interaction among these variables aff ect 
their expression of depressive symptoms. In examining how middle-aged 
African American men expressed symptoms of depression, Bryant-Bedell 
and Waite (2010) found that they described their symptoms as “being in 
a funk,” which was later identifi ed as depression by a healthcare profes-
sional. Variations in response styles across the groups being compared 
makes it diffi  cult to establish equivalence and aff ects researchers’ ability 
to interpret the results (Knight et al., 2009). Research has demonstrated 
that less acculturated Hispanics have a more extreme response style 
than highly acculturated Hispanics (  Marin, Gamba, & Marin, 1992  ). 
Diff erences in the measurement error across groups will make it diffi  cult 
to assess structural equivalence. Establishing structural equivalence is 
vital when researchers want to test the assumption that the construct has 
the same dimensionality across groups as expected by theory (  Byrne & 
van de Vijver, 2010  ). Diff ering sets of beliefs about a behavior may make 
trying to establish measure equivalence diffi  cult. For example,   Knight 
et  al. (2009)   suggest that an item on a depression measure could have 
less variability in responses in one group because of the group members’ 
religious beliefs. 

 We have chosen two diverse groups to illustrate the types of diversity 
that one must take into consideration when conducting research with 
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such groups. Additionally, we discussed the implications of these types 
of diversity for establishing equivalence. Our not illustrating the types 
of diversity within other diverse groups within the United States does 
not negate the need to include these diverse groups in one’s research. 
Although we have not described all of the diverse groups or aspects 
of diversity within the United States, the methodological and statisti-
cal approaches we describe in this book can be used with these diverse 
groups as well. 

    African Americans   
 According to the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau, African Americans make 
up 12.6% of the total U.S.  population (  U.S. Census Bureau, 2011a  ). 
Not included in the above 12.6% is an additional 1% of African 
Americans who identifi ed themselves as African American in com-
bination with one or more other ethnic groups (  U.S. Census Bureau, 
2011a  ). Th erefore, 13.6% of the U.S. population is African Americans, 
either alone or in combination with one or more other ethnic groups. 
It is estimated that by 2060, African Americans will make up 18.1% of 
the total U.S. population (  U.S. Census Bureau, 2012  ). Th e defi nition of 
“African American” used in the 2010 Census refers to having origins 
in any Black racial groups. Included in this category are persons who 
consider themselves sub-Saharan Africans (except Sudanese and Cape 
Verdeans) and Afro-Caribbean. Individuals from North Africa are not 
defi ned as African American but as White. Th e way in which African 
Americans are defi ned by the U.S. Census Bureau indicates the African 
American population is diverse. Th e majority of African Americans 
live in the South (55%), with six southern states (Mississippi, Louisiana, 
Georgia, Maryland, South Carolina, and Alabama) and the District of 
the Columbia having the largest number of African Americans: 37%, 
33%, 32%, 31%, 29%, 27%, and 52%, respectively (  U.S. Census Bureau, 
2011a  ). In 2010, the median household income of African Americans 
was $32,584, compared with $50,046 for all U.S. families (U.S. Census 
Bureau, 2010).  

    Hispanics   
 Currently, there are 50.5  million Hispanics or persons of Latino ori-
gin in the United States, comprising 16% of the population (  U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2011b  ). Th ese numbers do not include the 3.1 million 
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U.S. citizens who live on the island of Puerto Rico (U.S Census Bureau, 
2011b). It is estimated that by 2060, Hispanics will make up 30.6% 
of the total U.S.  population (  U.S. Census Bureau, 2012  ). Th e Census 
Bureau (2011b) defi nes “Hispanic” or “Latino” persons, regardless of 
race, as Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, 
or of other Spanish culture or origin. “Hispanic” is considered to be an 
ethnicity and not a race. Persons who identify themselves as Hispanic 
are asked to specify their race. Between 2000 and 2010, the Hispanic 
population increased by 15.2 million (  U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b  ). Th e 
Hispanic groups who experienced the most growth during this time 
period were Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans. Th e majority of 
the Hispanic population resides in the West, with the greatest concen-
tration of this population living in New Mexico (46.3%), followed by 
Texas and California (37.6% in each state; U. S. Census Bureau, 2011b). 
Hispanics are more likely to live in these states as they are along the 
border with Mexico. Although most Hispanics live in the West, there 
is geographic diversity associated with various Hispanic groups. For 
example, Mexicans are more likely to reside in Texas; Cubans are more 
likely to reside in Florida; and Salvadorans are more likely to reside in 
Maryland (  U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b  ). Th e groups of persons who are 
considered to be Hispanic diff er in terms of country of origin, customs, 
and variations in Spanish spoken. Th e median household income for 
Hispanics in 2010 was $40,165, compared with $50,046 for all U.S. fam-
ilies (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). 

 Both the African American and the Hispanic population in the 
U.S.  also have within-group diversity (subpopulations within the 
diverse group). Within-group diversity has implications for estab-
lishing conceptual equivalence. Th erefore, it is important that 
within-group diversity be accounted for when conducting research 
with these groups. Several methodological and statistical approaches 
will be discussed in this book that social work researchers can use to 
account for within-group diversity. When conducting research with 
Hispanics, researchers need to assess their acculturation and immi-
gration status, as these factors may have implications for establishing 
structural equivalence. Th ese groups are also diverse in terms of which 
parts of the United States they live in. Th erefore, geographic diversity 
needs to be taken into consideration when establishing equivalence 
across groups. 
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 Th e aspects of diversity of these two groups described earlier would 
be considered  observable diversity  (i.e., manifest variables). Additionally, 
there are aspects of diversity associated with these groups that are consid-
ered  unobservable diversity  (i.e., latent variables), which also have implica-
tions for how one operationalizes the constructs being measured in one’s 
study. For example, sexual expression is not an observable variable, but 
it does have an eff ect on how the person conceptualizes masculinity and 
femininity. Advances in the estimation of latent class models make it pos-
sible for researchers to identify and incorporate latent aspects of diversity 
into the research process (  Bollen, 2002  ;   Moisio, 2004  ; Muthén, 2002). 

 Th e rapidly changing demographics of the United States; the height-
ened need to understand why health, economic, and educational dispari-
ties exist between certain segments of the population; and the need to 
develop eff ective interventions for various groups continue to fuel the 
need to conduct research with diverse groups. Th erefore, social work-
ers need to be well equipped with the skills needed to design method-
ologically sound studies for research with diverse groups. Designing such 
studies requires that social workers pay greater attention to ensuring that 
equivalence has been established at all phases of the research process. 
Ideally, if greater attention is paid to establishing equivalence at each 
phase of the research process, then it is more likely that the results can be 
attributed to true group diff erences.    

    THE NEED TO CONSIDER CONTEXTUAL FACTORS WHEN ESTABLISHING 
MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE   

 Oft entimes social work researchers have used the ecological perspec-
tive to guide their research. Using the perspective, they examine how an 
individual’s characteristics and environment (e.g., family, school, com-
munity, and peer group) aff ect the phenomenon under investigation. 
Th ese fi ve domains (individual, family, peer, school, and community) 
can diff er across the diverse groups being studied. For example, in con-
ducting a study examining the eff ects of parenting practices on African 
and European American adolescents, one could have African American 
adolescents who live in low socioeconomic environments and European 
American adolescents who live in middle-class socioeconomic environ-
ments. Contextual factors not only have a direct eff ect on the outcome 
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variable under investigation but also infl uence the reliability and validity 
of its measurement. Contextual factors can potentially eff ect the equiva-
lency of factor loadings and error variances across groups.  

    ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK   

 Th is book focuses on the need to establish equivalence as it relates to vari-
ous phases of the research process: problem formulation, research design, 
sampling, measurement selection, data collection, and data analysis. Any 
phase of the research process can result in erroneous conclusions if equiv-
alence is not established, so researchers should be continually mindful 
of this issue when designing their studies. At the problem-formulation 
stage, researchers should establish construct equivalence. Establishing 
construct equivalence could involve assessing for conceptual/confi gural 
equivalence, functional (concurrent and/or predictive validity) equiva-
lence, metric and scalar equivalence. When developing the sampling 
frame, researchers need to establish sampling equivalence. Establishing 
sampling equivalence reduces the threat of a composition eff ect. A  com-
position eff ect  occurs when certain individuals have a higher probability 
of being included in the sample than others, especially when stratifi ed 
sampling is used to select one group of participants, and convenience 
sampling is used to select another. Establishing conceptual equivalence 
is critical not only at the problem-formulation stage but also at the 
measurement-selection phase, as it is important that the construct of 
interest has the same meaning across groups. Before collecting the data, 
researchers should ensure procedural equivalence.  Procedural equiva-
lence  refers to ensuring consistency across groups in the way the surveys 
are administered, the timing of the surveys’ administration, the condi-
tions under which the surveys are administered, and the mode of data 
collection (  Schaff er & Riordan, 2003  ). In analyzing the data, researchers 
should establish measurement and structural equivalence. 

 A discussion of all types of measurement equivalence is beyond 
the scope of this book, but readers who are interested in learning more 
about the various types of measurement equivalence not discussed here 
can refer to   Johnson (2006)  . We do, however, focus on the seven types 
of measurement equivalence discussed by   Milfont and Fischer (2010)  , 
because they are particularly important when conducting research with 
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diverse groups. Th ese seven types of equivalence can be classifi ed into 
two categories:  measurement and structural.  Measurement equivalence  
focuses on establishing equivalence by examining how items function 
across groups. Measurement equivalence can be assessed by examin-
ing factor loadings, item intercepts, and error variances across groups 
(these are considered to be observed variables;   Milfont & Fischer, 2010  ). 
 Structural equivalence  refers to establishing the theoretical structure of 
the measure across groups (  Byrne & Watkins, 2003  ). Th is type of equiva-
lence can be assessed by examining factor variance, factor covariance, 
and factor means across groups (these are considered to be unobserved 
or latent variables). 

 Th e types of measurement equivalence we discuss are confi g-
ural, metric, scalar, and error (i.e., covariance). Assessing confi gural 
equivalence helps researchers determine whether the groups diff er on 
how they conceptualize the variable of interest (  Adamsons & Buehler, 
2007  ). Testing for metric equivalence is important because, if present, 
it demonstrates that the groups under investigation are responding to 
a given item on the measure in the same manner (  Milfont & Fischer, 
2010  ). When conducting research with diverse groups, it is important 
to establish scalar equivalence (also referred to as “strong metric equiva-
lence”) to ensure that the cutoff  scores of a particular measure are the 
same for all the groups in the study. If the cutoff  scores are diff erent, that 
would have implications for how interventions are developed for each 
of the groups under investigation. Establishing error equivalence (also 
referred to as “strict metric equivalence”) is important because mea-
sures cannot operate equivalently across groups if the error variances 
diff er (DeShon, 2004). When one or more of the above types of mea-
surement equivalence (confi gural, metric, scalar, or error) have been 
established, the researchers can test for structural equivalence by com-
paring the groups based on their factor variances, factor covariances, 
and factor means (  Meredith, 1993  ). Comparing the groups based on the 
factor means allows researchers to test for diff erences in the underly-
ing constructs between the groups, whereas comparing the factor vari-
ances allows researchers to examine whether the range of responses 
varies between groups (  Adamsons & Buehler, 2007  ). For   Vandenberg 
and Lance (2000)  , demonstrating both the measurement and structural 
equivalence of a measure is just as important as demonstrating the reli-
ability and validity of the measure. Establishing structural equivalence is 
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vital when researchers want to test the assumption that the construct has 
the same dimensionality across groups as expected by theory (  Byrne & 
van de Vijver, 2010  ). 

 Social work researchers should understand the various statistical 
methods that can be used to establish both measurement and structural 
equivalence. In this book, we focus on how structural equation modeling 
(SEM) can be used within the framework of a confi rmatory factor analy-
sis (CFA) model to establish the above types of equivalence. Specifi cally, 
we describe how SEM can be used to establish equivalence in the context 
of multi-group confi rmatory factor analysis (MG-CFA). 

 In  Chapter  2  , we describe the major phases of the research process 
in which attention must be given to achieve research-design equiva-
lence. Using the research process as the conceptual framework, we 
highlight the major phases of the research process for which equiva-
lence must be established: problem formulation, research design, sam-
pling, measurement selection, and data collection (except for the data 
analysis phase, which will be discussed in  Chapter  3  ). We discuss the 
methodological issues that may result in there being non-equivalence 
across the groups, resulting in erroneous conclusions about the fi nd-
ings obtained as well as the strategies that can be used to address these 
issues that will produce equivalence across the groups. In addition, we 
discuss the importance of ruling out alternative explanations for one’s 
fi ndings as the result of using non-experimental research designs. To 
illustrate the concepts discussed in  Chapter  2  , we will present a hypo-
thetical case in  Chapter  4  . 

 Chapter  3 is devoted to discussing the seven types of equivalence 
that   Milfont and Fischer (2010)   argued are important to establish when 
conducting research with diverse groups. We also discuss the rationale 
for why each type of measurement equivalence needs to be established. 
Specifi cally, we focus on establishing measurement equivalence across 
groups when the groups have been identifi ed based on directly observ-
able characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity) or manifest variables. An 
MG-CFA is described as the statistical approach to test each of the seven 
types of equivalence that need to be established. Using data from the 
National Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), an MG-CFA was con-
ducted using SEM to illustrate the seven types of equivalence. Th e results 
are presented and discussed. Th e Mplus syntax for the SEM analyses are 
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provided. A write-up of how each of these analyses would be reported in 
a publication is also presented. 

 Chapter 4 presents a hypothetical case demonstrating how equiv-
alence can be established at each phase of the research process. In 
addition, readers are introduced to how descriptive statistics can be 
reviewed to determine if non-equivalence or equivalence initially 
exists across the groups for the variable of interest, prior to conducting 
an MG-CFA to establish the seven types of equivalence described in 
this book. 

 Chapter 5 discusses the use of qualitative methods to establish mea-
surement equivalence; the challenges of conducting research to establish 
equivalence using national datasets; and directions for social work edu-
cation at the doctoral level. Additionally, the contributions of this book 
to research methods are highlighted.  

    SIGNIFICANCE FOR SOCIAL WORK   

 Generally speaking, most studies in the fi eld of social work can be con-
sidered comparative research. Th ese studies do not usually compare indi-
viduals from diff erent cultures; rather, they tend to compare two or more 
groups of people of diff erent genders, ethnicities, or sexual orientations. 
When conducting comparative research, social workers must be knowl-
edgeable about the best ways to ensure that the measures used in their 
studies are sensitive enough to detect true diff erences between groups. As 
  Gregorich (2006)   succinctly stated,

  Defensible use of self-reports in quantitative comparative research 
requires not only that the measured constructs have the same meaning 
across groups, but also that the group comparisons of the sample esti-
mates (e.g., means and variances) refl ect true group diff erences and are 
not contaminated by group-specifi c attributes that are unrelated to the 
construct of interest. (p. S78)  

Because social work research commonly involves diverse groups, it is 
important that researchers know how to establish at least the seven types 
of equivalence discussed in this book. It should be noted that even if 
metric, conceptual, and other types of equivalence have been established 
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using appropriate statistical techniques, a study’s inferences may still 
be invalid if the design, sampling process, or survey administration are 
fl awed. Th erefore, it is important that equivalence be established at all 
phases of the research process prior to data analysis. In doing so, the 
fi eld will be able to produce more valid and reliable fi ndings so that more 
accurate policies and eff ective interventions can be developed.      
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       2 

 Research-Design 
Equivalence    

      

      OVERVIEW   

 In this chapter, we highlight the major phases of the research process 
in which research-design equivalence needs to be established to ensure 
that the results from one’s study can be attributed to true group dif-
ferences:  problem formulation, research design, sampling, measure-
ment selection, and data collection (except for the data analysis phase, 
which will be discussed in  Chapter  3  ). Additionally, a detailed table 
(see  Table  2.1  ) is provided that presents an overview of what types of 
equivalence should be established at each phase, and the strategies that 
need to be used to do so.       

    PROBLEM FORMULATION   

 During the problem formulation stage of the research process, a central 
concern is to ensure that the construct under investigation is conceptual-
ized similarly across groups. To do this, construct equivalence must be 
established.  Construct equivalence  refers to whether the same concept is 



    Table 2.1    Establishing Equivalence at Diff erent Stages of the Research Process   

  Stage    Concern    Specifi c Issues    Potential Remedies  

  Problem 
Formulation  

  Construct equivalence:  
 Same  factor structures 

obtained across 
groups  

  Conceptual/Confi gural —whether 
diff erent populations conceptualize 
the construct that the measure is 
assessing in the same manner 

 Conducting a multi-group confi rmatory 
factor analysis. 

  Functional— whether the construct 
functions in a similar manner 
across the groups (i.e., relates to 
other concepts in a similar manner 
or as theoretically expected) 

 Conducting a multi-group analysis, where 
the structural paths are unconstrained 
across both groups; and compare it with 
the fully constrained based model. 

  Scalar —exists when the scores on the 
measure assessing the construct 
are similar in strength across the 
groups 

 See  Chapter  3  . 

  Research Design    Th reats to causal 
inferences  

  Statistical conclusion validity —
threats include inadequate 
statistical testing, inadequate 
testing for structural equivalence, 
and inadequate testing for scalar 
equivalence 

 Procedures such as structural equation 
modeling, diff erential item functioning, 
and item response theory analysis are 
statistical methods that can be used to 
address the threats to statistical conclusion 
validity. 

  Internal validity-selection and 
diff erences in response styles —
non-equivalent construct defi nition, 
non-equivalent operational 
defi nition, diff erential familiarity 
with research materials and settings, 
reactivity to the research setting, 
and experimenter expectancies 

 One way to minimize the eff ects of selection, 
a threat to internal validity, on one’s 
results is to match the groups on a variable 
that is known to be associated with the 
dependent variable. 



  Construct validity —non-equivalent 
construct defi nition, non-equivalent 
operational defi nition, diff erential 
familiarity with research materials 
and settings, reactivity to the 
research setting, and experimenter’s 
expectations 

 Th reats to construct validity, such as 
non-equivalent construct defi nition, can 
be minimized by carefully reviewing the 
literature to determine if the measure one 
plans to use is both valid and reliable for 
the groups involved in one’s study. 

  Sampling  

  Confounding factors  

 Matching participants on confounding 
factors; propensity score matching. 

 Statistically control for other factors 
representing rival explanations. 

 Collect data on potential confounding 
variables and control for them statistically 
using hierarchial multiple regression 
analysis of covariance. 

  Within-group diversity:  
Subpopulations of a 
targeted population 

  Composition eff ect —certain 
individuals may have a higher 
probability of getting into the 
sample than others 

 Select both samples in a similar manner. 
Conduct a latent class analysis to identify 
subpopulations from a heterogeneous 
sample. 

  Selection of 
Measures  

  Construct equivalence:  
 Same  factor structures 

obtained across groups  

  Conceptual/Confi gural —whether 
diff erent populations conceptualize 
the construct that the measure is 
assessing in the same manner 

 It is important that the measures be normed, 
valid, and reliable for the groups being 
surveyed. 

  Acquiescence response 
style:  Eff ects  of 
response styles can 
increase the risk of 
making a Type I or 
Type II error  

  Type I error  produces results that 
indicate that there are “true” 
diff erences between the groups 
when no such diff erences exist 

 Attention to ambiguity of the question and 
read-ability of the question; both are 
associated with an acquiescence response 
style. Attention to statistical methods. 

(Continued)



  Stage    Concern    Specifi c Issues    Potential Remedies  

  Type II error  indicates that no 
diff erences between the groups 
exist when really there are true 
diff erences between the groups 

  Data Collection  
 Only one mode of 

data collection 
should be used 
to collect the 
data from the 
groups involved 
in one’s study, 
to minimize 
the eff ects of 
response styles 
on one’s results. 

  Procedural equivalence : 
Ensuring that there 
is consistency across 
groups in the way 
the surveys are 
administered, the 
timing of survey 
administration, the 
conditions under 
which the surveys 
are administered, 
and the mode of data 
collection (  Schaff er & 
Riordan, 2003  ) 

  Surveys   When conducting research with diverse groups, one should 
use the same means of distributing the surveys. Develop 
a similar cover letter and instructions for completing all 
surveys. 

  Interviews   Procedural equivalence still must be established for 
interviews through standard procedure for training all the 
interviewers. Once the interviewers have been trained, 
periodic retraining on the administration of the surveys 
should also been done, to ensure that the interviewers are 
administrating the survey properly. 

  Timing   Executing the survey during the same time frame will 
reduce the probability that external stimuli are aff ecting 
one’s results. 

  Data Analysis  
 Not assessing for 

these three types 
of equivalence 
(among others) 
can infl ate the 
risk of Type 
I and Type II 
error  

 Conceptual/Confi gural 
equivalence   

 Conducting a multi-group confi rmatory factor analysis 
 Conducting Exploratory (EFA) and Confi rmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

 Metric  equivalence   Conducting a multi-group confi rmatory factor 
analysis, where you impose equality on the factor 
loadings across the groups and fi t the model to the 
data for each group simultaneously 

  

 Scalar equivalence  Conducting a multi-group confi rmatory factor 
analysis, where the intercepts are unconstrained 
across both groups, and comparing it with the fully 
constrained based model 

  

Table 2.1 (Continued)
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being measured across groups. Construct equivalence exists when the 
same factor structures are obtained across groups. Establishing construct 
equivalence assures that both groups conceptualized the construct under 
investigation the same way, and that the research fi ndings are due to the 
construct of interest and not to other sources, such as measurement error. 
Without construct equivalence, there is no basis for group comparisons 
(  van de Vijver & Leung, 1997  ). It is important to establish several types 
of construct equivalence: conceptual, functional, and scalar.  Conceptual/
Confi gural equivalence  refers to whether diff erent populations concep-
tualize a construct that the measure is assessing in the same manner. 
 Functional equivalence  refers to whether a construct functions similarly 
across groups (i.e., it relates to other concepts similarly or as theoreti-
cally expected;   Adamsons & Buehler, 2007  ;   Knight, Virdin, Ocampo, & 
Roosa, 1994  ). For example, functional equivalence is established if the 
correlation between depression and self-worth is the same across groups 
(  Knight et  al., 1994  ).  Scalar equivalence  exists when the scores on the 
measure assessing the construct are similar in strength across groups. 
For example, scalar equivalence exists when the cutoff  score indicating 
clinical depression is the same for each group (Crockett, Randall, Shen, 
Russell, & Driscoll, 2005).  

    RESEARCH DESIGN   

 Most studies conducted with diverse groups employ a non-experimental, 
comparative research design. A  research design is non-experimental 
when researchers are not concerned with demonstrating causality. 
A research design is comparative when two or more naturally occurring 
groups are compared. Because non-experimental research designs do 
not demonstrate causality and only show that a relationship exists, it is 
important for researchers using these types of designs to rule out alterna-
tive explanations for the obtained fi ndings. 

   Leung and van de Vijver (2008)   identifi ed several threats to causal 
inferences in cross-cultural research that are important to consider 
when conducting research with diverse groups. Th ese threats are 
 statistical-conclusion validity, internal validity , and  construct validity . 
For Leung and van de Vijver, threats to statistical-conclusion validity 
include inadequate statistical testing in general and inadequate testing 
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for structural and scalar equivalence in particular. Diff erential item 
functioning, item response theory analysis, and structural equation 
modeling (SEM) are statistical methods that can be used to address the 
threats to statistical-conclusion validity (for a more detailed discussion of 
these procedures, please refer to Jöreskog, 1971; Muthén, 1989;   Reise & 
Haviland, 2005  ;   Teresi, 2006  ). According to Leung and van de Vijver, 
threats to internal validity include selection and diff erences in response 
styles.  Selection  is used to describe a situation in which the groups diff er 
prior to being selected to participate in the study, and these diff erences, 
rather than the variable of interest, account for the results. One way to 
minimize the eff ects of selection on the results is to match the groups 
on a variable that is known to be associated with the dependent variable. 
By doing this, the researcher maximizes the chances of obtaining true 
group diff erences. Th reats to construct validity include nonequivalent 
construct defi nitions, nonequivalent operational defi nitions, diff erential 
familiarity with research materials and settings, reactions to the research 
setting, and experimenter’s expectations (  Leung & van de Vijver, 2008  ). 
Th reats to construct validity can be minimized by carefully reviewing the 
literature to determine whether a measure is both valid and reliable for 
the groups involved in the study. All of the threats need to be addressed, 
or the conclusions are likely to be erroneous.  

    SAMPLING EQUIVALENCE   

 Valid conclusions from studies comparing diverse groups necessitate 
samples that diff er only in terms of (for instance) gender or ethnicity. 
To ensure that valid conclusions are drawn, it is important that rival 
alternative explanations be minimized. Confounding variables are one 
cause of competing explanations, and as such they represent potential 
threats to a study’s validity. One way of lessening the eff ects of poten-
tial confounding factors is to match participants on those very factors so 
that the study groups are comparable. Confounding factors are usually 
demographic characteristics of the sample population that studies have 
found to impact the outcome variable. Researchers should be aware that 
matching is not without its limitations. For example, matching may result 
in statistical regression toward the mean; for instance, people in Group 
A might have extremely high scores on the outcome variable, whereas 
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people in Group B might have extremely low scores on the same variable. 
In this case, people in Group A would seem to have better scores than 
they really have, and people in Group B would seem to have worse scores 
than they really have. In this example, the diff erence between the groups 
is not due to the group being selected on the basis of extremely high or 
extremely low scores on the outcome variable; rather, the scores for the 
confounding variable did not overlap, and the researcher did not detect 
this problem until aft er the samples had been matched. Furthermore, 
matched samples are not representative of the larger population, and 
therefore the results cannot be generalized beyond the study sample. 

 Although matching can be used as a method to establish sampling 
equivalence, researchers still need to statistically control for other fac-
tors representing rival explanations. To do this, researchers should gather 
information about other potential confounding variables that were not 
controlled for via matching. In instances where matching cannot be used 
as a way to obtain comparable samples, the researcher should still collect 
data on the potential confounding variables and control for them statisti-
cally, using hierarchical multiple regression analysis of covariance. 

 As an alternative to matching, propensity score matching can be used 
to establish sampling equivalence. Propensity score matching minimizes 
selection eff ects, allowing for less biased comparisons between groups on 
the outcome variable (  Guo, Barth, & Gibbons, 2006  ). Propensity score 
matching employs a predicted-probability membership based on identi-
fi ed (observed) confounding variables, such as demographic character-
istics of the sample, and is usually based on logistic regression to create 
a counterfactual group (  Baser, 2006  ). Propensity scores can be used 
to match the sample. According to Berg, Johnson, and Fleeger (2003), 
“matching on a propensity score is a way of matching on many vari-
ables indirectly, instead of matching directly on many variables, which 
becomes increasingly diffi  cult with more variables” (p. 739). In essence, 
propensity scores comprise several confounding variables used to match 
the sample. Selecting the appropriate confounding variables to include or 
exclude in the propensity score matching is a critical initial step, because 
omitting important confounding variables produces inaccurate propen-
sity scores (  Baser, 2006  ;   Polsky et  al., 2009  ). Variable selection should 
be based on empirical studies that demonstrate the interrelationships 
among the variables of interest (  Smith & Todd, 2005  ). Several diff erent 
matching techniques can be employed with propensity score matching, 
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and each can produce diff erent results (for more information on the dif-
ferent techniques, see   Baser, 2006  ; and   Smith & Todd, 2005  ). 

 Another potential threat to the validity of studies comparing diverse 
groups is within-group diversity.  Within-group diversity  is defi ned as the 
subpopulations of a target population. For example, the U.S. Hispanic 
population includes Mexican Americans, Cuban Americans, Dominicans, 
Puerto Ricans, and many other subpopulations of Hispanics. Th ese sub-
populations diff er in their use of language, their acculturation, and their 
immigration status in the United States (  Knight et al., 2009  ). Th is is just 
one example of why it is important to clearly defi ne the population target. 

 By not acknowledging within-group diversity and therefore failing to 
disaggregate variables that infl uence the outcome of interest, researchers 
may overestimate the homogeneity of the population under investiga-
tion (  Alfredo, Rueda, Salazar, & Higareda, 2005  ). Research that over-
looks within-group diversity may lead to misguided interventions and 
policies intended for these populations (  Knight et al., 2009  ). Th erefore, 
when conducting research with diverse racial and ethnic populations, 
researchers must make a concerted eff ort to account for within-group 
diversity. Researchers have attempted to account for within-group diver-
sity when conducting research with Hispanics, for example, by assess-
ing their acculturation, generation status, and language spoken in the 
home (Bernal, & Sharron-del-Rio, 2001;   Knight et  al., 2009  ). Another 
way to account for within-group diversity is to establish homogeneity by 
using latent-class analysis. Latent-class analysis is used to identify sub-
populations from a heterogeneous sample. Readers who are interested 
in learning more about latent class analysis can refer to   Clogg (1995)  , 
  Neely-Barnes (2010)  , and   Rosato and Baer (2012)  . 

 When conducting research with diverse groups, it is important that 
both samples be selected in a similar manner, to avoid introducing bias 
with the sampling method. In looking at the patterns of results across 
four studies that used diff erent sampling methods,   Bowen, Bradford, and 
Powers (2007)   found that sexual-minority women who were selected by 
probability sampling methods had lower rates of mammography screen-
ing than sexual-minority women who were selected by non-probability 
sampling methods. Furthermore, compared to the sexual-minority 
women selected via non-probability sampling methods, the probability 
sample had a lower percentage of sexual-minority women who had a col-
lege education or were in a relationship. 
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 Th e use of diff erent sampling methods can also produce a composi-
tion eff ect, where certain individuals have a higher probability of getting 
into the sample than others, especially when stratifi ed sampling is used 
to select one group of participants, and convenience sampling is used to 
select another. By using stratifi ed sampling, the researcher is intentionally 
trying to select participants for the study based on certain characteristics, 
such as income status or educational attainment. Furthermore, the use of 
diff erent sampling methods can lead to unequal sampling errors across 
groups and reduce construct validity, thereby threatening the validity of 
the fi ndings (  Kumar, 2000  ).  

    MEASUREMENT SELECTION   

 When selecting measures, researchers should keep conceptual equiva-
lence in mind. Recall that conceptual equivalence refers to whether diff er-
ent populations conceptualize the construct that the measure is assessing 
in the same manner. If the construct is conceptualized diff erently for 
each group, then the measure may not accurately capture the construct 
for each group (  Crockett et al., 2005  ). Th e use of an inaccurate measure 
could then lead to an underestimation or overestimation of prevalence 
rates for the groups involved in the study (  Crockett et al., 2005  ). 

 In conducting research with diverse groups, it is also important that 
the measures be normed, valid, and reliable for the groups being sur-
veyed. It has been found that measures that were valid and reliable for 
males were not necessarily valid and reliable for females (Ibrahim, Scott, 
Cole, Shannon, & Eyles, 2001;   Orhede & Kreiner, 2000  ). Similarly, it has 
been demonstrated that measures that were valid and reliable for Whites 
were not always valid and reliable for African Americans (  Kingery, 
Ginsberg, & Burstein, 2009  ). 

 In selecting a measure, researchers should make sure that the mea-
sure itself does not produce response styles. Questions that are worded 
ambiguously (  Ray, 1983  ) or are diffi  cult to read (Stricker, 1963)  tend 
to produce acquiescent responses. An  acquiescent response style  occurs 
when one agrees with the survey item regardless of the content. Response 
styles may produce bias in the true score by infl ating or defl ating the 
observed score, and may produce bias in the interrelationships among the 
variables of interest by infl ating or defl ating the correlations among the 
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variables (  Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 2001  ). In other words, the eff ects 
of response styles can increase the risk of making a Type I  or Type II 
error.  Type I error  produces results that indicate that there are true diff er-
ences between study groups when no such diff erences exit.  Type II error  
indicates that no diff erences between study groups exist when really there 
are true diff erences between the groups. 

 It is particularly important to consider response styles when con-
ducting research with diverse groups because studies have shown that 
Hispanics and African Americans in the United States show higher ten-
dencies toward extreme response styles (Johnson, Shavitt, & Holbrook, 
2011). Response styles have implications for measurement equivalence. 
Acquiescence can aff ect scalar equivalence, whereas extreme response 
styles can aff ect both metric and scalar equivalence (  Kankaras & Moors, 
2011  ). If the eff ects of response styles go undetected, then the results will 
not be refl ective of true group diff erences. Th erefore, researchers need to 
test for the eff ects of response styles on measurement equivalence. An 
in-depth discussion of the various statistical methods that can be used to 
detect response styles is beyond the scope of this book. For those inter-
ested in learning more about these methods, please refer to   Baumgartner 
and Steenkamp (2001)  ,   Cheung and Rensvold (2000)  ,   Kankaras and 
Moors, (2011)  ,   Moors (2003 ,  2004  ), and van Herk et al. (2004). 

 Another issue that researchers should consider when selecting a 
measure is negatively worded items. Th e eff ect of negative wording on 
participant responses is known as a  method eff ect . Method eff ects are a 
source of measurement error that has implications for the interpretation 
of scores within and between groups (  Marsh, Scalas, & Nagengast, 2010  ). 
According to   Barnette (2000)  , “negatively worded items are those [items] 
phrased in the opposite semantic direction from the majority of the items 
on the measure” (p. 361). Negatively worded items usually contain the 
word  not . Generally, negatively worded items on a survey are recom-
mended as a way of reducing an acquiescent response style (  Cronbach, 
1950  ). Research, however, has demonstrated that negatively worded 
items can reduce the reliability of a measure (  Barnette, 2000  ), produce 
spurious factors consisting predominately of the negatively worded items 
(  Ibrahim, 2001  ), and result in a unidimensional measure becoming a 
multidimensional measure (  Chen, Rendina-Gobioff , & Dedrick, 2010  ). 
Given the issues noted above, negatively worded items on surveys with 
diverse groups may have serious implications for establishing construct, 
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conceptual, functional, and scalar equivalence. For example, in examin-
ing the scalar equivalence of a Chinese self-esteem scale for third- and 
sixth-graders,   Chen et al. (2010)   found that both groups had the same 
level of self-esteem but had diff erent average item scores. Th e authors 
concluded that the diff erences between the means for these two groups 
should be interpreted with caution, as they are not refl ective of true group 
diff erences but are due to diff erences in how the third-graders were infl u-
enced by the negatively worded items. 

 Th e preferred statistical method for examining the eff ects of nega-
tive wording eff ects is a CFA (DiStefano & Motl, 2006), because it 
overcomes the shortcomings of an exploratory factory analysis (  Chen 
et al., 2010  ). For more information about conducting a CFA to examine 
negative-wording eff ects, please refer to   Chen et al. (2010)   and   Supple 
and Plunkett (2011)  .  

    DATA COLLECTION   

 Aft er designing the study, developing the survey, and determining the 
sample strategy, researchers must focus on establishing procedural 
equivalence.  Procedural equivalence  refers to ensuring consistency across 
groups in the way the surveys are administered, the timing of the sur-
veys’ administration, the conditions under which the surveys are admin-
istered, and the mode of data collection (  Schaff er & Riordan, 2003  ). 

 Ensuring that the survey is administered in the same way across 
groups is an important step in establishing procedural equivalence. 
Diff erences in the administration of the survey can lead to diff erent 
response rates and results that are erroneously attributed to group dif-
ferences (  Steinmetz, Schwens, Wehner, & Kabst, 2011  ).   Steinmetz et al. 
(2011)   recommended that, when conducting a cross-cultural study, 
researchers should use the same means of distributing the survey to all 
potential participants, and develop a similar cover letter and instructions 
for completing the surveys. We recommend that these same procedures 
be followed when conducting research with diverse groups as a way to 
establish procedural equivalence. A change in the environmental condi-
tions during the data collection process may bias the results (  Schaff er & 
Riordan, 2003  ); therefore, researchers need to ensure that the surveys are 
administered under the same conditions for all groups in their studies. 
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 When conducting interviews with participants in a study (rather than 
administering self-report surveys), procedural equivalence still must be 
established. One way to establish procedural equivalence is to have a 
standard procedure for training all the interviewers. Once the interview-
ers have been trained, periodic retraining on the administration of the 
surveys should also be done to ensure that the interviewers are adminis-
tering the survey properly. 

 Th e timing of a survey’s administration can aff ect the validity of the 
conclusions. It is important to administer the survey for both groups dur-
ing the same time frame; doing this will reduce the eff ects of external 
stimuli on the results. For example, if one were studying the eff ects of 
past traumatic events on adolescent mental health, it would be important 
that all of the participants be surveyed during the same period so that 
the results are not aff ected by a recent traumatic event, such as a school 
shooting that occurred the day of the survey’s administration. 

 Th e mode of data collection needs to be the same across groups, 
because diff erent modes of data collection are associated with diff erent 
response styles. For example, in comparing the use of telephone and 
household interviews,   Jordan, Marcus, and Reeder (1980)   found that tele-
phone interviews resulted in higher acquiescence and extreme response 
styles. In comparing the use of self-administered surveys, online sur-
veys, and telephone surveys,   Weijters, Schillewaert, and Geuens (2008)   
found that telephone surveys resulted in lower midpoint responses but 
higher levels of acquiescence and extreme responses. Based on the fi nd-
ings of their study, they cautioned against using telephone surveys in 
conjunction with self-administered or online surveys. Meanwhile, in a 
meta-analytic study, it was found that computer-assisted telephone inter-
views resulted in extreme positive responses when compared to other 
modes of data collection, such as face-to-face and mailed surveys (  Ye, 
Fulton, & Tourangeau, 2011  ). 

 Recall that the eff ects of response styles can increase the risk of mak-
ing a Type I or Type II error. Given the issues describe above, we recom-
mend that only one mode of data collection be used to collect data from 
groups in one’s study to minimize the eff ects of response styles on the 
results. 

 Moreover, the mode of data collection can aff ect the quality of the data 
in several ways. One way is by infl uencing the way people respond (i.e., 
their response set). Research has demonstrated that self-administered 
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surveys can increase the likelihood of people responding to sensi-
tive questions (e.g., alcohol consumption and illicit drug use), whereas 
face-to-face interviews can decrease the likelihood of people respond-
ing to sensitive questions (  Tourangeau & Smith, 1996  ). Th e mode of 
data collection can also infl uence who responds to the questions ( com-
positional eff ect ; Elliott et  al., 2009). A compositional eff ect occurs, for 
example, when a survey is administered online and by telephone, and the 
researcher fi nds out that younger people were more likely to respond to 
the online survey than to the telephone survey. Yet another way in which 
the mode of data collection can aff ect the quality of the data is by pro-
ducing a response-choice eff ect. Research has demonstrated that when 
participants complete a self-administered survey, they tend to select the 
fi rst response category (primacy eff ect), whereas people who are sur-
veyed via telephone tend to select the last response category (recency 
eff ect;   Bowling, 2005  ). For more information about other ways in which 
the mode of data collection aff ects the quality of the data, please refer to 
  Bowling (2005)  .  

    DATA ANALYSIS   

 We have already described what one needs to do at the various phases of 
the research design (i.e., problem formulation, research design, sampling, 
and data collection) to ensure that equivalence is established in studies 
with diverse groups. Similarly, it is also essential to establish equivalence 
in the data analysis phase. Th e next chapter includes an in-depth discus-
sion of the seven types of equivalence that need to be established when 
conducting research with diverse groups during the data analysis phase. 
Additionally, we demonstrate how MG-CFA can be used to assess these 
types of equivalence.  

    SUMMARY   

 Th e educational, economic, health, and social disparities between diverse 
groups will continue to be a driving force for conducting research with 
these groups so that knowledge can be generated to understand why 
these disparities exist. Much of the research to date has been conducted 
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where researchers have not paid adequate attention to ensuring that 
equivalence has been established at all phases of the research process. Th e 
lack of this attention may have inadvertently resulted in methodologi-
cal fl aws and erroneous inferences drawn from these studies. Ideally, if 
greater attention is paid to establishing equivalence at each phase, then it 
is more likely that the results can be attributed to true group diff erences. 

  Research-design equivalence  refers to the processes and procedures 
that ensure accurate representation of the phenomenon under investi-
gation across diverse groups. In this chapter, we highlighted the phases 
of the research process to which attention must be given to achieve 
research-design equivalence: problem formulation, research design, sam-
pling, measurement selection, and data collection (except for the data 
analysis phase, which will be discussed in  Chapter  3  ). Methodological 
issues that may result in non-equivalence across groups were discussed, 
and strategies that can be used to enhance equivalence across groups 
were presented. In addition, we discussed the importance of ruling 
out alternative explanations for one’s fi ndings associated with using a 
non-experimental, comparative research design, which is most oft en 
used when conducting research with diverse groups. 

 We hope that this chapter provided an excellent overview of the pro-
cesses and procedures needed to achieve research-design equivalence 
across diverse groups. It is important that these processes and proce-
dures be implemented prior to the data analysis phase, as the results of 
the analysis could still indicate that measurement equivalence exists, 
despite fl aws in any phase of the research process. We will provide a more 
detailed discussion about the various types of measurement equivalence 
and the statistical approaches used to establish them in  Chapter  3  . 

 It is equally important that research-design equivalence be achieved 
at the data analysis phase. In  Chapter  3  , we detail what processes and 
procedures need to be implemented during the data analysis phase to 
achieve research-design equivalence. Th ese processes and procedures are 
used to establishment measurement equivalence—a necessary step that 
should proceed any multivariate analyses that are used to test the hypoth-
eses for one’s study.  Chapter  3   will expose readers to seven types of mea-
surement equivalence, which at a minimum need to be established when 
conducting research with diverse groups: confi gural, metric, scalar, error 
(i.e., covariance), factor variances, factor covariances, and factor means. 
Th e rationale for establishing each type of measurement equivalence is 
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presented, along with the statistical strategy used to assess that particular 
measurement equivalence, within a MG-CFA framework. Specifi cally, we 
focus on establishing measurement equivalence across groups when the 
groups have been identifi ed based on directly observable characteristics 
(e.g., gender, ethnicity) or manifest variables. To illustrate the concepts 
discussed in  Chapter  3  , a case example is presented. Mplus is used to ana-
lyze the data for the case illustration. Th e Mplus syntax for the MG-CFA 
analyses are provided. A write-up of the case example results are presented 
as if they were being reported in a publication. Additionally, a hypotheti-
cal case example is presented in  Chapter  4   to further illustrate the ana-
lytical procedures used to establish equivalence. Th is case example also 
illustrates how descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, skew-
ness and kurtosis) and can be examined to determine initially whether 
measurement equivalence has been established across the groups.    
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 Multi-Group 
Confi rmatory Factor 

Analysis to Establish 
Measurement and 

Structural Equivalence    

      

      OVERVIEW   

 In the previous chapter, we described the major phases of the research 
process where equivalence needs to be established. In this chapter, we 
will demonstrate how to apply an MG-CFA to establish the equivalence 
of measurement instruments used to assess the construct of interest 
when conducting research with diverse groups. Th e MG-CFA analyses 
described in this chapter use a covariance structure only (COV) and 
mean and covariance structures (MACS). When an MG-CFA is based 
only on a COV, the confi gural model, factor loadings, residual covariance, 
factor variances, and factor covariances can be tested for equivalence. 
Incorporating the mean and covariance structures allows researchers to 
test for equivalence of the intercepts and latent means. Testing for the 
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equivalence of the intercepts is necessary to determine whether a com-
parison of the observed means can be done. Meanwhile, testing for the 
equivalence of the latent means can be used to determine whether the 
two groups diff er at the level of the construct’s unobserved mean. 

 Th is chapter focuses on measurement equivalence across groups 
when the means for identifying the groups are based on directly observ-
able characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity) of the participants or mani-
fest variables. Although measurement equivalence has also been applied 
to situations when the timing of the administration of the measure is 
the defi ning feature of the grouping (longitudinal measurement equiva-
lence), we do not discuss this type of equivalence. Readers interested in 
learning about establishing measurement equivalence in longitudinal 
studies can refer to   Willoughby, Wirth, and Blair (2012)  . 

 Readers should also note that, within a CFA framework, single-group 
multiple-indicator, multiple-cause (MIMIC) structural equation models 
can be used to investigate measurement equivalence (  Ackerman, 1992  ; 
  Fleishman, 2004  ;   Millsap & Everson, 1993  ). Th e MIMIC approach off ers 
several advances over the MG-CFA approach. For example, smaller sam-
ple sizes are needed, and a MIMIC model does not require that the poten-
tial invariant variable be categorical. Unlike MG-CFA models, MIMIC 
models do not give researchers the ability to investigate the potential 
non-equivalence of the factor loadings, observed residual variances or 
covariances, intercepts, factor variances, covariances, or means. Because 
MIMIC models can only be used by researchers to study whether the 
means of the factors vary as a function of the potential invariant factor, 
MG-CFAs off er a more comprehensive approach to the study of measure-
ment equivalence than MIMIC. 

 Th e next section discusses the meaning of measurement equivalence. 
We begin by providing a defi nition of measurement equivalence based 
on a latent-variable framework, and then discuss the steps used to estab-
lish measurement equivalence using an MG-CFA, based on both a COV 
and MACS.  

    MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE DEFINED   

 Measurement theorists provide defi nitions of measurement equiva-
lence that focus on the consistency of the relationship between latent 
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variables and observed variables among groups of individuals complet-
ing a measurement instrument (  Meredith, 1993  ;   Meredith & Teresi, 
2006  ). A  measurement instrument is said to be  invariant  between 
groups when the probability of an individual receiving a particular 
observed score is not dependent on his or her group membership but 
is dependent on his or her true score (  Wu & Zumbo, 2007  ). In other 
words, individuals in diff erent groups (e.g., diff erent gender or cultural 
groups) who have the same true score or level of the latent variable 
being measured will have the same observed score if the measure is 
invariant between the groups (  Meredith, 1993  ). Th is defi nition applies 
when researchers are concerned about the invariance of a particu-
lar question on a measure and the measure as a whole. In sum, when 
using an MG-CFA framework a measure has between-group equiva-
lency when the mathematical function that relates latent variables to 
the manifest variables (indicators) is the same in each of the groups 
(  Borsboom, 2006  ). 

 In addition to the statistical defi nition of measurement equivalence, 
  Meade and Bauer (2007)   provided a conceptual defi nition of measurement 
equivalence: “Measurement equivalence can be considered the degree to 
which measurements conducted under diff erent conditions yield equiva-
lent measures of the same attributes” (p.611). According to Meade and 
Bauer, these diff erent conditions can be characteristics of the participants 
in the study, such as their age, gender, or ethnicity. Th is conceptual defi ni-
tion of measurement equivalence focuses our attention on the equivalency 
of the meaning of the measure. Th is leads to the question of what evidence 
is needed to determine the between-group equivalency of a measure. If 
researchers fi nd evidence that the psychometric properties are equivalent 
across groups, then the measurement equivalence–argument is supported 
(  Ashton & Paunonen, 1998  ). 

   Lubke, Dolan, Kelderman, and Mellenbergh (2003)   noted that a 
measure can be unbiased when comparing two particular ethnic groups 
but biased when comparing gender groups within those ethnic groups. 
Th erefore, it is necessary to test for measurement equivalence across all 
dimensions of the study groups when comparisons are made (  Meredith, 
1993  ). Additionally, once there is evidence that a particular group 
dimension is not associated with bias, researchers can assume that other 
characteristics that are highly associated with that dimension will also be 
unbiased (  Lubke et al., 2003  ). 
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     Th is only holds true when strict measurement invariance is found, 
and does not hold true for lesser forms of measurement invariance 
(  Lubke et al., 2003  ). 

 Equivalency of a measure’s properties is a matter of degree. 
Equivalency of the measure’s properties does not require the com-
plete absence of any non-equivalence. Group-specifi c elements of a 
measurement model’s structure will oft en occur, resulting in partial 
non-equivalency measure (  Ashton & Paunonen, 1998  ). For example, it 
is possible for patterns of fi xed and free parameters in the measurement 
model to diff er slightly between groups (i.e., one item can cross-load on 
factors for one group but not for the other group) with no other evidence 
of measurement non-equivalence between the groups. Additionally, the 
impact of measurement equivalence on a measure’s utility is related to 
both the location of the equivalence and the context of the measure’s use 
(  Borsboom, 2006  ). Th e following section presents an overview of the 
various analytical procedures used to establish the measurement equiva-
lence of an instrument.  

    OVERVIEW OF MULTIGROUP CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS   

 In his seminal work, Jöreskog (1971, 1993) designed the process of using 
an MG-CFA to evaluate measurement equivalence. Th e equivalence of 
the factor structures between the two groups is tested using a series of 
hierarchically nested MG-CFA models (Jöreskog, 1971). Th e models are 
ordered with increasing numbers of equivalency constraints imposed 
on parameters between the two groups. Th e equivalence of parameters 
between the two groups is tested to determine the degree and location of 
between-group measurement equivalence. 

 Within a CFA framework, there are two types of variables—manifest 
and latent. Th e manifest variables are directly observable from items on 
the measure, while the latent variables are estimated from the manifest 
variables (  Klem, 2000  ); therefore, there is a causal relationship between 
the latent and manifest variables. Th e variation in the manifest variable 
(y i1 ) is a function of the latent variable, specifi c factor variable, and error 
of measurement. In many cases, the specifi c factor variable and error of 
measurement are lumped together and referred to as  uniqueness . When 
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the analysis of the structural equation model or factor analytic model is 
based on a COV, the mathematical expression that represents this factor 
model for an individual is represented by equation 1 below: 

  yil = λi ηi + λi ηi + … + λjmηmi + εji (1) 

 where  y   il   identifi es each observed variable,  j  refers to the  j th observed 
variable ( j  = 1,. . .  p ), and  i  denotes the  i th individual ( i  = 1. . .  N ). 

 In matrix form, yi = v + Ληi + εi where: 

 v is the vector of intercepts vj 

 Λ is the matrix of factor loading λjk 

 ψ is the matrix of factor variances/covariances 

 Θ is the matrix of residual variance/covariances 

 Th e population covariance matrix of observed variables Σ, 

 Σ = ΛψΛ᾿ + Θ 

 Th e equivalence between groups for each parameters responsible for 
variation in the observed variable (y), the factor-loadings matrix (  ∧'       ), 
the factor variances–covariances matrix (ψ), and the residual variances–
covariances matrix (Ѳ ) can be tested. When the analysis is based on the 
covariance structure, the sample mean and sample covariances are not 
present in the model. Th e absence of the sample mean and covariances 
from the model prevents testing of the intercepts and the equivalence of 
the latent mean structure (  Byrne, 2012  ). Th e incorporation of the means 
into the analysis allows for the testing of “stronger” forms of measure-
ment equivalence (  Meredith, 1993  ). 

   Widaman and Reise (1997)   demonstrated that, to include the 
mean structure in the analysis, the scores for the indicators are left  in 
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their raw form. Th erefore, the equation for predicting the indicator 
becomes: 

ijY j i i m ji= ( )i+ + ( )i+ + + ( )m mi+ +τ λj +j λii ( λm ( ε1 2 (2) 

 In the equation, τj is the intercept term predicting the observed manifest 
variable (Yij). Th e other predictors include the latent variable (ηmi), the 
mean of the latent variable (αm), and the factor loading (or regression 
coeffi  cient, λ). When carrying out a measurement-equivalence analysis 
using a COV, equivalence can be tested for factor loadings, factor vari-
ance and covariance, and residual variance and covariance. Adding the 
latent mean structure to the analysis allows the researcher to test the fac-
tor intercepts and latent means. 

 When investigating the measurement equivalence of an instru-
ment across groups, it is possible to test the equivalence of all mea-
surement and structural parameters common to the groups (  Meredith, 
1993  ). Parsimony needs to be a driving force during this process. Th ere 
is growing consensus that when researchers are concerned with estab-
lishing the construct validity of a measure, the analysis should focus on 
the equivalence of factor loadings, intercepts, variance, and covariance 
(  Byrne, 2012  ). When the goal is to compare group means, testing the 
measurement equivalence of the latent means is appropriate (  Ployhart & 
Oswald, 2004  ).  

    TESTING MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE ACROSS GROUPS   

 When conducting research with diverse groups, an underlying assump-
tion is that the researcher is measuring the same construct across all 
groups in the study. Oft entimes this assumption is taken at face value 
and is not tested; however, not testing the assumption can result in erro-
neous conclusions (  Milfont & Fischer, 2010  ). Testing for measurement 
equivalence is a necessary and important step in conducting research 
with diverse groups. Th e following discussion presents the seven types 
of measurement equivalence that are important to establish when con-
ducting research with diverse groups (  Milfont & Fischer, 2010  ). Th ese 
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seven types of equivalence can be classifi ed into two categories:  mea-
surement and structural.  Measurement equivalence  focuses on estab-
lishing equivalence by examining how items function across groups. 
Measurement equivalence can be assessed by examining factor loadings, 
item intercepts, and error variances across groups (these are considered 
to be the  observed variables ;   Milfont & Fischer, 2010  ).  Structural equiva-
lence , on the other hand, refers to establishing the theoretical structure 
of the measure across groups (  Byrne & Watkins, 2003  ). Structural equiv-
alence can be assessed by examining factor variance, factor covariance, 
and factor means across groups (these are considered to be  unobserved  
or  latent variables ).      

 Evaluating an instrument’s measurement equivalence requires esti-
mating several nested models (see  Table  3.1  ).  Nested models  are mod-
els in which the parameters are contained within one another in a 
specifi c hierarchical order. For example, in a regression analysis where 
gender and age are predictors, a model that contained only gender as 
a predictor would be said to be nested within the model that includes 
both gender and age as predictors. Model 0 (Baseline CFA) consists of 
separate group analyses to evaluate the descriptive statistics and factor 
structures of the measure for each group. Model 1 evaluates confi gural 
equivalence by estimating an MG-CFA model that does not contain any 
between-group equivalency constraints. Model 2 evaluates weak metric 
equivalence and involves estimating an MG-CFA that imposes equiva-
lency constraints on the factor loadings. Model 3 tests for strong metric 
(scalar) equivalence and involves estimating an MG-CFA that imposes 
equivalency constraints on factor intercepts. Model 4 tests for strict 
metric equivalence (error variances and covariances) and involves esti-
mating an MG-CFA that imposes equivalency of the regression residual 
variances and covariances. Model 5 evaluates the equivalence of latent 
means and involves estimating an MG-CFA that imposes equivalency 
constraints on the factor (latent) means. Model 6 tests for equivalence 
of the factor variance and involves estimating an MG-CFA that imposes 
equivalency constraints on the factor (latent) variances. Finally, Model 7 
evaluates the equivalence of factor covariances and involves estimating 
an MG-CFA that imposes equivalency constraints on the factor (latent) 
covariances.      



    Table 3.1     Types of Measurement Equivalence   

 Necessary  Model  Question  Type  Parameter Equivalency Test 

 YES  0  Can a CFA model be established 
for each group separately? 

 Base CFA  Separate group CFA/EFA 

   1  Do the indicators making up a 
particular measure operate 
equivalently across diff erent 
groups? 

 Confi gural equivalence  Th e number of factor and loading pattern 
examined (no equivalency constraints 
imposed). 

   2  Is the construct validity of the 
measure equivalent across 
groups? 

 Weak metric equivalency  Assuming partial or full confi gural 
equivalency, the regression coeffi  cient 
(factor loadings) are constrained. 

   3  Can an unbiased comparison 
between groups be made using 
the observed means for each 
group? 

 Strong metric (scalar) 
equivalency 

 Th e regression intercept term, needed if 
mean diff erences will be examined. 

 NO  4  Does the measure have the same 
reliability for each group? 

 Strict metric (error 
variance/covariance) 
equivalency 

 Th e regression residual variance. Th is is 
only a test of the reliabilities when the 
factor variances are equal. 

   5  Are there diff erences between the 
groups on the latent means? 

 Equivalency of latent 
means 

 If scalar equivalency exists, the means of 
the common factors are constrained. 

   6  Is there equal heterogeneity of 
the latent variables in the 
groups? 

 Equivalency of factor 
variance 

 Th e variances of the common factors. 

   7  Is there equivalence in the 
association between factors 
across groups? 

 Equivalency of factor 
covariances 

 Th e covariances among the common 
factors. 

   Note:  All analyses involved the use of Multiple Group Confi rmatory Factor Analysis, with the exception of Model 0.  
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    Model 0: Separate Group Analysis   

 Th e separate group analysis involves both an examination of the 
distributional properties of a measure and the factor structure (see 
 Figure  3.1).   Researchers must examine the similarity of the items’ dis-
tributions, observed scale means, variances, skewness, and kurtosis. 
Diff erences in skewness between groups can refl ect particular pat-
terns of responses associated with response styles. Groups that dem-
onstrate diff erent levels of acquiescence in their responses will have 
diff erent levels of skewness (  Byrne & Campbell, 1999  ). Although it has 
been recommended that a measure’s reliability (i.e., coeffi  cient alpha; 
  Nimon & Reio, 2011  ) should be evaluated as a part of the separate 
group analysis, the structure of the measure should be evaluated prior 
to evaluating the reliability of the measure in order to determine the 
appropriate method for estimating the reliability of the scale (  Yanyun 
& Green, 2011  ). A  factor analysis should be run to determine the 
number of dimensions present in the measure. When there is evidence 
that the measurement model may be multidimensional, a multidi-
mensional or composite reliability coeffi  cient can be used (  Byrne & 
Campbell, 1999  ;   Widhiarso, 2010  ). Scott Colwell at the University of 
Guelph has developed a web-based calculator (http://wwwi.uoguelph.
ca/~scolwell/cr.html) for estimating the composite reliability of a mea-
sure using the factor loadings and error variances. Additionally, Mplus 
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   Figure 3.1    Model 0: Separate Group Base Models   
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syntax is available to estimate the composite reliability. (See the Mplus 
 website—http://statmodel.com/download/usersguide/Mplus%20
user%20guide%20Ver_7_r6_web.pdf). 

 Following the descriptive analyses, an exploratory factor analysis 
(EFA) and CFA analysis need to be conducted for each group sepa-
rately to determine the best-fi tting CFA model. A  single-group CFA 
analysis is used to determine the areas of the measurement model 
that are common between the two groups. Th e goal of this analysis is 
to determine the best-fi tting measurement model for each group. Th e 
model-evaluation process should include both statistical and theoreti-
cal criteria. Statistical criteria will involve the examination of fi t indices, 
for example, Confi rmatory Fit Index (CFI). Root-Mean-Squared Error 
of Approximation (RMSEA), Standardized Root Mean Squared Residual 
(SRMR). Additionally, using the Modifi cation Index (MI) to make post 
hoc model modifi cations and conduct sensitivity analyses is part of the 
process for identifying the baseline model (  Hayduk & Glaser, 2000  ; 
  Millsap, 2007  ). In addition, following the recommendations of   Bollen 
(1989)   and   Gonzalez and Griffi  n (2001)  , the overall fi t indices of each 
parameter should be examined for statistical signifi cance and evaluated 
against the theoretical framework used in the study. Th e evaluation of fi t 
indices to determine the best-fi tting model must take into account the 
sample size, the number and magnitude of the factor loadings, and the 
specifi c area in which misspecifi cation has occurred. 

 Although the analyses of the baseline measurement model for each 
group aim to establish commonality in the patterns of free and fi xed 
parameters between the groups, specifi city of measurement instru-
ments can lead to a failure to establish full equivalence on the patterns 
of the factor loadings across groups (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 
1989). When this occurs, the researcher can proceed with further 
measurement-equivalence analyses, although only partial-confi gural 
equivalence can be evaluated. 

 A meaningful level of commonality in the pattern of fi xed and free 
parameters between the two models is needed to justify further analyses 
of measurement equivalence (  Byrne, 2012  ;   Vandenberg & Lance, 2000  ). 
Researchers should be aware that the exact amount of commonality 
needed to support further testing of equivalence is not clear (  Yoon & 
Millsap, 2007  ). As with the criteria used to evaluate other CFA models, 
the researcher needs to consider theory and empirical information on 

http://statmodel.com/download/usersguide/Mplus%20user%20guide%20Ver_7_r6_web.pdf
http://statmodel.com/download/usersguide/Mplus%20user%20guide%20Ver_7_r6_web.pdf
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the validity of the measurement model to determine the amount of com-
monality that is needed to proceed with further analyses of measurement 
equivalence. 

 Aft er the preliminary descriptive analysis of each group by itself, a 
series of MG-CFA models needs to be conducted to test the equivalence 
of the various parameters that make up both measurement and structural 
aspects of the given measure model (  Byrne et al., 1989  ;   Byrne & van de 
Vijver, 2010  ;   Milfont & Fischer, 2010  ). Th e models are organized in a 
hierarchical order to test the equivalence of specifi c model parameters 
across groups. Moreover, the models are ordered with a decreasing num-
ber of freely estimated parameters between the groups. Th e fi t of these 
increasingly restrictive models is used to evaluate the extent of the mea-
surement equivalence (  Vandenberg & Lance, 2000  ).       

    Model 1: Confi gural Equivalence   

 Th is model investigates whether the indicators making up a particular 
measure operate equivalently across diff erent groups and whether initial 
evidence exists of the face validity of the measure across groups. To address 
this issue, researchers must test for confi gural equivalence.  Figure   3.2   
depicts an example of the CFA model for a hypothetical measure. Th e 
CFA model for the two groups resulted from the analyses conducted for 
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   Figure 3.2    Model 1: Confi gural Equivalence   
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Model 0. In this example, results from Model 0 indicated the presence 
of partial-confi gural (pattern) equivalence across Groups 1 and 2 (see 
 Figure  3.2).   Th e pattern of fi xed and free parameters does not have to be 
100% identical for the equivalence testing to proceed. It is unclear where 
the cutoff  should be, because no statistical guidelines have been estab-
lished in the literature (  Byrne, 2012  ). Th eory and the potential impact of 
partial-confi gural equivalence on other forms of measurement validity 
(e.g., predictive validity) need to be considered when determining how 
much consistency between the two groups in the patterns of free and 
fi xed parameters is needed. For both groups, the best-fi tting model had 
two latent variables (F1 and F2). For Group 1, each factor was measured 
by three observed variables: F1 with X 1  to X 3   , and F2 with X 4    to X  6 . For 
Group 2, F2 had an additional indicator, X 7 . Th e MG-CFA model was 
estimated with no constraints imposed among the factor loadings com-
mon to both models (see  Figure  3.2).   Th e loading associated with X 7  on 
F2 for Group 2 is not a part of the factor structure that is common to both 
groups; therefore, the loading cannot be used in the equivalence-testing 
process. Th e loading for X 7  is part of the MG-CFA analysis but not part 
of the equivalence-testing process.       

    Model 2: Weak Metric Equivalence   

 Th is model examines whether the construct validity of the measure is 
equivalent across groups. To test for construct-validity equivalency, the 
researcher has to examine unit equivalence or metric equivalence (Bryne, 
2012;   Meredith & Teresi, 2006  ). Weak metric equivalence is a test of the 
equality of the factor loadings (see  Figure  3.3).   Factor loadings are the 
regression slope linking the items to the latent variable. Th ese regres-
sion slopes represent the expected change in the observed score on the 
change in the latent variable per unit for each item (  Vandenberg & Lance, 
2000  ). Equal factor loading across groups indicates that members of the 
two groups are interpreting the items in the same manner (Byrne, 1998). 
When weak metric equivalence is not present, some items might be more 
salient to the construct for one group than the other (  Chen et al., 2010  ). 
Many consider the assessment of weak metric equivalence central to 
determining if a measure is “biased” (Millsap, 1989). 

 When weak metric equivalence has been established, the measure-
ment units are identical across groups, but the origins of the scales can 
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diff er. For example,   van de Vijver and Leung (1997)   illustrated metric 
equivalency by using the Kelvin and Celsius scales. Th ey observed that 
there is unit equivalency across the two scales, but also that the scales 
had origins that diff ered by approximately 273 degrees. Because the 
researcher knows the amount of diff erence between the two origins, 
he or she can make unbiased comparisons between the two scales. For 
example, the researcher knows that 0°C is equivalent to 273°K, and that 
both represent the point at which water freezes. Unfortunately, when we 
only have evidence of metric equivalency, we cannot assume equal ori-
gins for the scales between the two groups and can only make unbiased 
comparisons if we know the level of diff erence between the scales’ origins 
(  Vandenberg & Lance, 2000  ). Although evidence that no metric equiva-
lence exists between groups supports the between-group construct valid-
ity of the measure, additional evidence of equivalency can be found by 
examining the measurement equivalence of other important parameters 
in the measure’s factor structure, such as the factor variance and covari-
ance, and residual covariances when present. Having established metric 
equivalence, which builds on the presence of confi gural equivalence, the 
researcher can then have confi dence that the construct validity of the 
measure is equivalent across groups.       
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   Figure 3.3    Model 2: Weak Metric Equivalence   
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    Model 3: Strong (Scalar) Metric Equivalence   

 Th is model investigates whether systematic response bias is the same 
across groups. Unfortunately, establishing metric equivalence does not 
allow researchers to make unbiased comparisons between the two groups 
(  Meredith & Teresi, 2006  ;   Yuan & Bentler, 2006  ). Scalar equivalence is 
needed for there to be unbiased comparisons between groups. Scalar equiv-
alence involves imposing constraints on the factor loadings that are found 
to be equal during the metric analysis and on all factor intercepts common 
to both groups (see  Figure  3.4).   When scalar equivalence is found both 
groups have the same expected item response at the same absolute level 
of the trait being assessed. When scalar equivalence is found the observed 
diff erences in the items and scale means between the groups can be con-
tributed to diff erences in the factor means. When there is evidence of scalar 
equivalence, the researcher can be confi dent that the manifest variables are 
measuring the same latent variables across groups. Additionally, when sca-
lar equivalence is present, it is possible to make between-group compari-
sons based on the latent means. Without scalar equivalence, the diff erences 
in the latent group means will be confounded by diff erences in the manifest 
variable intercepts (  Meredith & Teresi, 2006  ).       
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   Figure 3.4    Model 3: Strong Metric (Scalar) Equivalency   
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    Model 4: Strict Metric (Error Variance and Covariance) Equivalence   

 Th is model examines whether a comparable level of item reliability exists 
across the groups. Strict metric equivalence involves examining the 
equivalency of the residual variance, and, when present, residual covari-
ances between the two groups.  Figure  3.5   depicts the situation where only 
the residual variances are examined between the two groups. It has been 
argued that the presence of scalar equivalence does not guarantee that 
diff erences in the scale intercorrelations, observed means, and variances 
between groups are due solely to diff erences in the latent means and vari-
ance (  DeShon, 2004  ;   Meredith, 1993  ;   Meredith & Teresi, 2006  ). Strong 
(scalar) metric equivalence does not ensure that error variances are equal 
(i.e., item and scale reliability). For instance, using both single-item and 
multi-item measures, DeShon demonstrated that diff erences in the het-
erogeneity of error variances (i.e., diff erences in reliability) will contrib-
ute to group diff erences. Whereas scalar metric equivalence requires 
constraints on all factor intercepts, strict metric equivalence requires that 
constraints also be placed on the variances of the residuals.   Meredith and 
Teresi (2006)   noted that, when strict equivalence holds true, the factor 

     Figure 3.5    Model 4: Strict Metric Equivalency   
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mean and variance accounts for group diff erences in the manifest vari-
ables’ means and variances.   DeShon (2004)   explained that measurement 
error, which is captured in the variance of the residuals for the mani-
fest variables, is not solely made up of random processes, but incorpo-
rates unmodeled sources of systematic error that can have an impact 
on an  individual’s responses to measures. Establishing strict metric 
 equivalence—or establishing the equivalence of the reliability of items 
that make up a measure—addresses the impact of those sources of 
 systematic error on the observed variables. 

 In their re-analysis of the data used in the   Tenijenhuis, Tolboom, 
Resing, and Bleichrodt (2004)   study,   Wicherts and Dolan (2010)   pro-
vided support for the importance of assessing strict metric equiva-
lence. In assessing the strong metric equivalence of a Dutch children’s 
intelligence test, Tenijenhuis et  al. concluded that this measure was 
appropriate for use with both Turkish and and Moroccan children. 
When conducting a strict metric equivalence analysis, Wicherts and 
Dolan demonstrated the inadequancy of strong metric equivalence. 
Th ey found that at least three of the 12 subscales on the intelligence 
test were seriously biased toward seven-year-old children of Moroccan 
and Turkish decent. Researchers have called into question the utility 
of strict measurement invariance because many situations can aff ect 
it, and most research questions only require testing either weak or 
strong measurement equivalence (  Byrne, 2012  ;   Widaman & Reise, 
1997  ). Scholars have argued that there are logical reasons why residual 
variance would not be equal across groups; for instance, some vari-
ance is generally expected between a sample and the larger population 
(  Widaman & Reise, 1997  ).  

    Model 5: Equivalence of Factor Variance   

 Th is model examines whether there is equal heterogeneity in the latent 
variables between groups. Examining the measurement equivalence 
should focus not only on the comparability of the factor structure under-
lying the measure, but also on distributional aspects of the measure. In 
addition to the measurement equivalence of the mean structure, the fac-
tor (latent) variance should be examined. Weak metric equivalence tells 
researchers the extent to which an item’s content may vary in salience 
across groups (  Spini, 2003  ).  
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    Model 6: Equivalence of Factor Covariance   

 Evaluating the equivalence of factor variance provides evidence about 
the equivalence of a structural parameter of the measure. Specifi cally, 
this test addresses the extent of homogeneity in the variance of common 
factor means between the study groups. In most cases, testing for the 
invariance of factor variances is not an important concern. Th e evalua-
tion of the invariance of factor covariances and factor means is of greater 
concern. Invariance of factor variance is required to establish invariance 
in the item reliabilities (  Vandenberg & Lance, 2000  ).

This model investigates the equivalence in the associations 
between factors across groups. Similar to examining the measurement 
equivalence of factor variance, testing for common factor covariance 
provides another opportunity to examine the equivalence of a struc-
tural aspect of the measure. The motivation for this test is to evalu-
ate the consistency of the internal structure of the measure between 
groups.  

    Model 7: Equivalence of Latent Means   

 Th is model investigates whether there are diff erences between the latent 
means of the study groups. Two diff erent types of means can be derived 
when administering a measure: observed and latent. Observed means are 
calculated directly from the manifest variables or the raw data (  Byrne, 
2012  ). Latent means, as with latent variables, are not directly observ-
able. Latent means are associated with the latent variables found in the 
measurement or structural model and are estimated from the observable 
manifest variables in the model (Bentler & Yuan, 1999). Th e desire to 
determine the measurement equivalence of a measure is oft en driven by 
a need to compare group means. 

 In many instances, strict metric equivalence cannot be obtained 
and, in general, is believed to be a restrictive requirement (  Byrne, 
2012  ); therefore, it is typical for researchers to establish measurement 
equivalence only at the level of strong metric equivalence. Once strong 
metric equivalence has been determined, researchers typically proceed 
with  t -test or Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to evaluate group diff er-
ences (  Sharma, Durvasula, & Ployhart, 2011  ). Th is method has been 
described as a piecemeal approach grounded in an ANOVA framework 
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that fails to consider one important weakness: the observed means do 
not incorporate potential diff erences in the reliability of the measure-
ment instrument used to obtain the observed mean. In fact, when 
using  t -test or ANOVAs, we assume that the researcher is using mea-
sures that have a high degree of reliability and that there is no diff er-
ence in the reliability of the measure between groups. When this is 
not true, any estimates of diff erences in means will be biased (  Bobko, 
Roth, & Bobko, 2001  ;   Sharma et  al., 2011  ). Incorporating the mean 
structure into the measurement-equivalence analysis allows research-
ers to determine the measurement equivalence of the factor means or 
the latent group means (i.e., the measurement equivalence of the inter-
cepts across groups). 

 Testing the measurement equivalence of the latent means builds 
directly on establishing strong (scalar) equivalence and bases the analy-
sis on the MACS rather than merely on the COV of the measure. Th is 
strategy represents an integration of an approach that emphasizes the 
change of behavior between groups with an approach that looks at the 
association of variables within a group (Polyhart & Oswald, 2004). 
Testing the equivalence of the latent means allows the latent means for 
factors to be tested simultaneously while holding equivalent aspects of 
the measure and the structural part of the model equal (Polyhart & 
Oswald, 2004). Polyhart and Oswald (2004) pointed out that examin-
ing the measurement equivalence of latent means allows researchers to 
integrate a concern about group diff erences with a focus on the covari-
ance of variables across individuals within the groups. A MACS-based 
measurement-equivalence analysis can also be used to examine the dif-
ferential item functioning of individual items (for a more detailed dis-
cussion, please see   Wu, 2009  ). 

 Th e measurement-equivalence of Models 1 to 3 is typically the pri-
mary concern of researchers seeking to establish the appropriateness 
of a measure across diverse groups because of the focus on parameters 
that make up the measurement aspect of the instrument. Models 4 and 
5 address structural parameters that are important for establishing the 
strength of the measure when used within a comparative framework that 
focuses on group means. Models 6 and 7 focus on structural aspects of 
the measure that are less frequently addressed; in many instances, they 
are not relevant enough to the study at hand.                       
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    ILLUSTRATION   

 Th is illustration examines the measurement equivalence of a mea-
sure of adolescents’ future-orientation interests (  Farmer, 2002  ). Th e 
measure was used in a student survey (  McLaughlin & Lee, 1997  ) of 
the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). Th e 
future-orientation-interest scale consists of two factors: Th e fi rst factor 
Matriculation and Adulthood Tasks (MAT) contains fi ve items related 
to matriculation and adulthood tasks, and the second factor Generalized 
Concerns with Self and Others (GCSO) contains fi ve items that focus on 
general concern for oneself and others (see  Figure  3.6.     Farmer, 2002  ). In 
  Farmer’s (2002)   study students responded to each item using a 5-point 
rating scale that ranged from 1 ( very low likelihood ) to 5 ( very high likeli-
hood ). For the purpose of this illustration, only the African American 
and Hispanic tenth-graders in college preparation programs were 
included in this analysis. Additionally, the measurement equivalence 
between male ( N  = 284) and female ( N  = 333) students was investigated.           

 

MAT = Matriculation and adulthood tasks.  

Item1 = Chances I will graduate from H.S. 

Item2 = Chances I will graduate from college.  

Item3 = Chances I will have a job that pays well.   

Item4 = Chances that I will be able to own a home.  

Item5 = Chances I will have a job that I will enjoy.  
GCSO = Generalized concerns with self and others 

Item6 = Chances I will have a happy family life.  

Item7 = Chances I will stay in good health.  

Item8 = Chances I will be able to live anywhere I wish.   

Item9 = Chances I will be respected in my community.  

Item10 = Chances I will have friends to count on.
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   Figure 3.6    Measurement Model for the Measure of Participants’ Future-
Orientation Interests   
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    Distributional Analysis   

 Th e process of evaluating the equivalence of a measure begins with 
examining the distributional properties of the measure for each of the 
study groups. Th e goal is to determine if there is any evidence of poten-
tial bias, such as, for instance, acquiescence bias. Attention is given to 
the distribution of participants’ responses across the response categories 
for each of the measure’s items.  Table  3.2   displays the response distribu-
tion across the gender groups from   Farmer’s (2002)   study.  Table  3.3   pro-
vides information on the items’ skewness and kurtosis. Overall, for all the 
items, the distribution of responses appears to be similar between the two 
groups (see  Table  3.2  ). As might be expected for adolescents attending a 
college-preparation high school program, they were generally optimistic 
about their future. Both the male and female participants’ response catego-
ries were negatively skewed. For both groups greater negative skewness was 
found on items related to expected educational attainment (see  Table  3.3  ). 
Male participants exhibited slightly more negative skewness than female 
participants (see  Table  3.3  ). Th ere appeared to be little evidence of diff er-
ences in the distributions of responses across the two groups.  

    Baseline Measurement Models   

    Separate Group Analysis   
  Figure  3.6   provides the hypothesized measurment that was evaluated 
for each separately. Th e researcher’s goal at this step in the analysis is to 
identify the appropriate measurement model for both groups separately. 
Parsimony, substantive meaningfulness, and statistical parameters were 
used to determine the best-fi tting model. Due to the non-normal nature 
of the distribution of the items, a robust maximum likelihood with robust 
standard errors (MLR) estimate was used to implement non-normal 
robust standard error calculations (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2007).  

    Hispanic and African American Males, Baseline Model Analysis   
 Results from the initial CFI analysis of the scale for the male participants 
resulted in an acceptable fi t: MLR χ 2  [34]  = 82.31,  p  < .05; Scaling Correction 
Factors = 1.414; Log-likelihood [31]  = −2559.03; Scaling Correction Factor 
 MLR  = 1.40; CFI = .95; RMSEA = .07 [CI 95%: .050, .089]; SRMR = .05. An 
examination of   Sorbom’s (1989)   MI and the Expected-Parameter-Change 
(EPC) statistic (  Saris, Satorra, & Sorbom, 1987  ) is used here to indicate 



    Table 3.2    Response Distribution Across Gender   

   Frequencies 

  
 Males 

 ( n  = 284)   
 Females 

 ( n  = 333) 

 Item  1  2  3  4  5    1  2  3  4  5 

 Chances that you will graduate H.S.  0.0     0    3.5  15.8  80.7    0.2  .2  2.4  13.4  83.9 
 Chances that you will be able to go 

to college. 
 0.9  1.4  11.9  29.1  56.6    0.6  1.2  9.6  25.7  62.9 

 Chances of you having a job that pays 
well. 

 0.0  .2  16.1  36.0  47.7    0.0  .2  .6  13.2  51.9 

 Chances that you will be able to own 
home. 

 0.5  2.3  17.0  31.7  48.5    0.6  1.8  18.5  30.6  48.5 

 Chances you will have a job you enjoy.  0.2  1.6  16.7  31.0  50.5    0.4  1.0  11.2  36.0  51.4 
 Chances you will have a happy family 

life. 
 0.9  1.2  17.2  34.8  45.9    1.0  1.2  14.6  39.4  43.8 

 Chances you will stay in good health.  0.2  1.4  16.7  35.4  46.2    0.2  2.2  23.3  39.6  34.7 
 Chances you will be able to live 

anywhere you wish. 
 2.4  4.7  25.2  31.4  36.3    0.8  4.7  24.5  34.7  35.3 

 Chances you will be respected in the 
community. 

 0.2  1.2  21.0  40.9  36.6    0.0  1.2  17.8  45.7  35.2 

 Chances you will have friends to 
count on. 

 0.7  1.2  16.0  38.2  43.9    0.6  1.8  16.2  40.9  40.5 

   Note : Items were rated on a 5-point rating scale where 1 =  very low likelihood  and 5 =  very high likelihood .  
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places where the re-specifi cation of the model should be considered. 
Th e MI value indicates the amount of change that would occur in the 
model’s chi-square value if a given constrained parameter were to be esti-
mated without constraints. To be conservative in this post hoc model 
re-specifi cation, the minimum MI value was set to 10, which corre-
sponds to  p  < .01 for a chi-square distribution with one degree of free-
dom. Additionally, the feasibility of the parameters’ estimates and the 
appropriateness of the standard errors were used to determine whether 

    Table 3.3    Skewness and Kurtosis Across Gender   

   Male   ( n  = 284)  Female   ( n  = 333) 

   Skewness  Kurtosis  Skewness  Kurtosis 

    1.     Chances that you 
will graduate H.S. 

 −2.124  3.739  −3.036  11.841 

    2.     Chances that you 
will be able to go 
to college.  

 −1.395  1.959  −1.573  2.499 

    3.     Chances of you 
having a job that 
pays well. 

 −.708  −.268  −.918  .223 

    4.     Chances that you 
will be able to own 
home. 

 −.921  .239  −.895  .203 

    5.     Chances you will 
have a job you 
enjoy 

 −.883  −.008  −1.090  1.117 

    6  .   Chances you will 
have a happy 
family life. 

 −.968  .790  −1.35  1.289 

    7.     Chances you 
will stay in good 
health. 

 −.779  −.067  −.439  −.544 

    8  .   Chances you will 
be able to live 
anywhere. 

 −.726  .035  −.578  −.307 

    9  .   Chances you will 
be respected in 
the community 

 −.484  −.422  −.424  −.563 

  10.     Chances you will 
have friends to 
count on. 

 −.906  .726  −.830  .558 

 Mean of skewness and 
kurtosis values 

 −0.989  0.6723  1.113  1.632 
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a change in the model should be made. Determining the feasibility of 
the parameters involved examining whether the parameters fell out-
side the admissible ranges (e.g., correlations greater than 1.00 or nega-
tive variances). To avoid merely capitalizing on chance, model revisions 
were based on both the statistical and substantive meaningfulness of the 
revision. 

 Th e MI and EPC statistics indicate that three changes should be made 
to the model:  (1)  Item 5 (chances you will have a job that you enjoy) 
should load on the second factor (general concern for self and others), 
(2) Item 6 (chances you will have a happy family life) should load on the 
fi rst factor (matriculation and adulthood tasks), and (3) a correlation was 
indicated between the residual variances for Item 1 (chances I will gradu-
ate from high school) and Item 2 (chances I will graduate from college). 
Making the modifi cations indicated above to the model resulted in two 
new models. Th e fi rst model included the cross-loading of Item 5 on the 
second factor. Th e MI indexes indicated that including the cross-loading 
between Items 1 and 2 would improve the model fi t. Th e second model 
included both the cross-loading of Item 5 on Factor 2 and the correlation 
between the residual variances of Items 1 and 2. Th e cross-loading of 
Item 6 (chances you will have a happy family life) on Factor 1 (matricu-
lation and adulthood tasks) did not remain statistically signifi cant once 
these two items were added to the model.      

 In the fi nal CFA model (see  Figure  3.7),   Item 5 (chances you will 
have a job that you like) was found to cross-load on the second factor 
(generalized concern with self and others). Additionally, covariance was 
observed between Item 1 (chances I  will graduate from high school) 
and Item 2 (chances I  will graduate from college).  Table  3.4   contains 
the model-fi t information for both the initial CFA measurement-model 
and the revised (fi nal) model. Th e CFA’s model-fi t information for the 
revised baseline model was MLR χ 2  [33]  = 56,  p  < .05; Scaling Correction 
Factors = 1.37; Log-likelihood [41]  = −2597.82; Scaling Correction Factor 
MLR = 1.40; CFI = .98; RMSEA = .05 [CI 95%: .03, .07]; SRMR = .03. In 
addition to the inspection of the improvement in fi t statistics between 
the initial and revised CFA measurement models, an adjusted chi-square 
diff erence test was carried out (see  Table  3.4  ). Th e adjusted chi-squared 
diff erence test is used to determine if there is a statistically signifi cant dif-
ference in the model fi t between the constrained and unconstrained 
models. When the imposed model constraints are warranted there will 
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    Table 3.4    Baseline Model Fit Information   

             Diff erence Test 

 Model  χ 2  mlr    df   SC a   CFI  RMSEA  Δχ 2  Adjusted MLR    df  

 Male               
 Initial  82.31  34  1.41  .95  .07 

 (.05, .09) 
    

 Final  56.44  32  1.37  .98  .05 
 (.03, .07) 

 18.90 **   2 

 Female               
 Initial  91.98  34  1.28  .94  .07 

 (.05, .09) 
    

 Final  42.68  31  1.22  .99  .03 
 (CI: .00, .06) 

 34.56 **   3 

   a SC = Scale Correction factor for maximum likelihood robust parameter estimates with standard errors 
and a chi-square test statistic (MLR); CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error 
of Approximation, df = degree of freedom.  
   **  p  < .01.  
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   Figure 3.7    Base CFA Measurement Model for Males and Females   
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not be a signifi cant diff erence found when comparing the chi-squares 
for nested models.   Satorra and Bentler’s (2010)   adjusted chi-square test 
is needed in this case because the typical chi-square diff erence test is not 
appropriate when robust parameter estimations are used. When using 
an estimator appropriate for data that has a non-normal distribution like 
MLR, an adjusted chi-square diff erence test is needed to compare diff er-
ences in chi-squares for nested models (  Satorra, 2000  ). Th e procedures 
for carrying out the adjusted chi-square diff erence test are described on 
the Mplus website (StatModel.com). Appendix A presents the procedures 
used to calculate the adjusted chi-square diff erence test for the initial and 
revised CFA measurement models. Th e results of the adjusted chi-square 
diff erence test indicate a signifi cant diff erence between the initial and 
revised models (ΔMLR χ 2  (2)  = 18.90,  p  < .01; see  Table  3.4  ).  

    Hispanic and African American Females, Baseline Model Analysis   
 Th e results of the initial CFI analysis (see Figure 3.6) indicated that Item 
5 (chances you will have a job that you like) cross-loaded on the sec-
ond factor (general concern for self and others). Additionally, there was 
covariance between Item 1 (chances I will graduate from high school) 
and Item 2 (chances I will graduate from college). Th e model-fi t infor-
mation for the revised baseline model was MLR χ 2  (  33  )   =  56,  p  < .05; 
Scaling Correction Factors = 1.37; Log-likelihood (  41  )  = −2597.82; Scaling 
Correction Factor MLR = 1.40; CFI = .98; RMSEA = .05 [CI 95%: .030, 
.070]; SRMR = .03. 

 Th e results from the initial CFI analysis (see  Figure  3.6).   of the 
measure for the female participants resulted in an acceptable fi t: MLR 
χ 2  (  51  )  = 91.98,  p  < .05, Scaling Correction Factor MLR = 1.41; CFI = .94; 
RMSEA = .07 [CI 95%: .054, .089]; SRMR = .05. Consistent with the 
fi ndings for the male participants, the EPC for the female participants 
indicated the need to cross-load Item 5 on the second factor (general 
concern for self and others) and correlate the residual variances for 
Items 1 and 2. Th e EPC also indicated that the correlation between the 
residual variance for Item 6 (chances I will have a happy family life) and 
Item 7 (chances I will stay in good health) would signifi cantly improve 
the model’s fi t. Th e CFA’s model-fi t information for the revised baseline 
model (see  Figure  3.7)   was MLR χ 2  (  31  )  = 42.68,  p  < .05, Scaling Correction 
Factors MLR  =  1.22; Scaling; CFI = .99; RMSEA = .03 [CI 95%: .000, 
.060]; SRMR = .03. Th e results of the adjusted chi-square diff erence test 

http://www.StatModel.com
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are presented in  Table  3.4   and indicate signifi cant diff erence between the 
initial and revised models (adjusted Δχ 2  (2)  = 34.56,  p  < .01). 

  Figure  3.7   depicts the baseline model for the Hispanic and African 
American male and female participants. Except for the addition of a cor-
relation between the residual variance for Items 6 and 7, the confi gura-
tions of the patterns of free and fi xed parameters were identical. Because 
of the diff erence in the number of correlated residuals variances between 
the two groups, only partial measurement equivalence can be tested. Th e 
next step in the process is to carry out the MG-CFA, which will directly 
test the confi gural measurement equivalence of the scale.        

    Multi-Group Confi rmatory Factor Analysis   

    Model 1: Test of Confi gural Measurement Equivalence   
 In this MG-CFA analysis, all model parameters were freely estimated 
simultaneously between the groups.  Figure  3.8   shows the parameters that 
are freely estimated between the two groups. Th e correlation between 
the residual variances for Items 6 and 7 is only present for Hispanic and 
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   Figure 3.8    Model 1: Confi gural Equivalence; Multi-Group Confi rmatory Factor 
Analysis; Male and Female, Future Orientation Interests   
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African American females and therefore was only estimated for these 
groups; consequently, only a test of partial measurement equivalence can 
be carried out. Because the two groups were tested simultaneously, this 
MG-CFA allowed for a direct test of the multi-group measurement equiva-
lence of the measure. Th e fi t information for this model was also compared 
to the multi-group model, which involved constraining the factor load-
ings to determine measurement equivalence of these parameters (i.e., the 
weak metric equivalence model). Table 3.5 contains the abbreviated Mplus 
7 program syntax and the results for the confi gural model. Although a 
detailed discussion of the Mplus 7 programming language is beyond the 
scope of this text, we will explain the aspects of the program that are related 
to examining the confi gural model. Readers interested in a more detailed 
discussion of the Mplus 7 programming language should consult the Mplus 
7 user guide (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2007), which is available online 
(at  http://statmodel.com/ugexcerpts.shtml ). Additionally, Mplus 7 (http://
statmodel.com/) has available an extensive library of free online training 
video on the use of the program. Detailed examples of how to implement 
an MG-CFA to evaluate measurement equivalence are available for other 
structural equation programs, such as IBM® SPSS® Amos (  Byrne, 2004  ), 
EQS 6.2 (  Byrne, 2008  ), and LISREL 9.1 (  Fleishman & Benson, 1987  ). 

 Lines 1 to 5 identify the location, format, and structure of the data 
fi le. Please be aware that the line numbers are not a part of the program-
ming language, they have been placed there for easy reference to the 
commands being discussed. Th e data fi le contained the 10 items (Items 1 
to 10: see Table 3.5, Line 2) that made up the measure. Th e missing values 
in the data set are identifi ed in Line 3. Because both groups are contained 
in the same data fi le, a command is needed to identify the two groups 
(see Table 3.5, Line 4).  Gender  is the grouping variable used to identify 
the two groups (coded 1 for males and 2 for females). In this illustration, 
with the exception of a covariance, the confi guration of the measurement 
model for the reference group (males) is the same as that found in the 
comparison group (females). Th e command that identifi es the location, 
format, and structure of the data fi le was the same for all analyses and 
therefore will not be repeated when the sequential models are discussed. 

 As was the case with the separate group models, the MLR estimate 
with standard errors and chi-square statistics that are robust to violations 
of normality was used (see Table 3.5, Line 6). Th ere are two sets of model 
commands (see Table 3.5, Lines 7 to 13 and Lines 14 to 23) needed to 

http://statmodel.com/ugexcerpts.shtml
http://statmodel.com/
http://statmodel.com/
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identify the multi-group measurement models that were estimated. By 
default the MODEL command imposes equality constraints across the 
two groups on two of the measurement parameters, factor loadings and 
intercepts of continuous indicators (or thresholds for categorical indica-
tors). Structural parameters, factor variances and covariances, and factor 
means will not be constrained to be equal across groups by default. Th e 
ways to constrain and free parameters across groups will be illustrated. 

 Th e fi rst set of model commands (see Table 3.5, Lines 7 to 12) iden-
tifi es the parameters of the latent-variable structure common to both 
groups, which we refer to as the  common measurement model . All of 
the measurement-equivalence models will contain the model’s basic 
setup commands (see Table 3.5, Lines 7 to 12). Th ese model parameters 
were the focus of the measurement equivalence testing. Based on the 
partial-confi gural equivalence results, MAT was made up of Items 1 to 5 
(see Table 3.5, Line 7). Th e BY command assigned Items 1 to 5 to the fi rst 
factor. Th e label assigned to the parameter appears in the parentheses next 
to the variable (i.e., indicator) name. For example, the factor loading for 
Item 1 (chances that you will graduate from high school) is named LOAD1. 

 Th e second factor GCSO is made up of six items:  Items 5–10 (see 
Table 3.5, Line 8). To identify the model and to ensure that the factors 
are on the same scale for both groups, the same indicator for each factor 
was fi xed when specifying the model in the common model command 
(MODEL) and in the model-specifi c commands (MODEL FEMALE). 
Th e WITH command is used to indicate the covariance between variables. 
Th e covariance between Items 1 and 2 is the only covariance common to 
both groups (see Table 3.5, Line 11). Because in this instance the analysis 
will be based on the covariance matrix (COV) and does not include the 
mean structure, which will be addressed later, the factor means were fi xed 
to zero (Line 12). Brackets around the factor name [MAT] are used to 
indicate the factor mean. Th e at sign “(@)” is used to fi x a parameter to a 
specifi c value. Command Line 12 [MAT-GCSO@0)] fi xes the factor mean 
for MAT and GCSO to zero. As will be demonstrated later, the measure-
ment equivalence of the mean structure can be incorporated into the anal-
ysis of the measure. By default, Mplus 7 freely estimates the intercepts and 
residual variances between the groups; therefore, no specifi cation regard-
ing these parameters is needed. Th e commands in Table 3.5 Lines 9 and 10 
were included to make explicit that the intercepts and residual variances 
are freely estimated when carrying out a confi gural equivalence analysis. 
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 Th e next set of model commands (see Table 3.5, Lines 13-17) are used 
to specify the group-specifi c measurement model and free the param-
eters that are needed to test the confi gural equivalence of the measure. 
Th ese are the commands that will be changed when the other measure-
ment equivalence models are tested. Because the baseline model for the 
male participants contained all of the same parameters present in the 
model common to both groups, no group-specifi c (Line 13) parameter 
specifi cation is needed for this group. Lines 14, 15, and 16 under the 
female model specifi cation free the parameters (factor loadings) com-
mon to both groups. Mplus 7 constrains these factor loadings to be equal 
between the two groups by default. For identifi cation purposes, the fi rst 
item for each factor (Item 1) was fi xed to 1. Line 17 provides the specifi -
cation of the factor variance and means for the group specifi c model. Th e 
factor variance was freely estimated (MAT-GCSO*) and the factor means 
were fi xed to zero (MAT-GCSO@0). 

 Th e item name in brackets, [ITEM1] identifi es the item intercept. 
Placing an asterisk (*)  next to the name frees the intercept. Th e com-
mand on Line 18 frees the intercepts, which otherwise would have been 
constrained to be equal by the program’s defaults. Th e command on Line 
19 frees the residual variances between the groups. 

 Th e residual covariance common to both groups that was specifi ed in 
Line 19 was freely estimated between the groups. Th e one residual covari-
ant specifi c to the female sample had to be included in this group-specifi c 
model command (Line 20). Line 23 requests that Mplus 7 provide model 
descriptive information for the residuals (RESIDUAL), standardized 
and unstandardized factor loadings (“STAND(ALL)”), sample statistics 
(SAMPSTAT) and modifi cation indexes (“MOD(3.84)”). Th e default 
critical value for modifi cation indexes (MI) is 10. Th e MI critical value 
was reduced to 3.84, which corresponds to a  p  value of. 05. Th e results 
from the MI analysis will aid in evaluating the fi t of the confi gural model. 
Th e MI analysis will help to identify whether there are parameters that 
are missing but should be included in the multi-group model. 

 Th e model-fi t information for the confi gural model was MLR 
χ 2  [  62  ] =  106.660,  p  < .01, Scaling Correction Factors  =  1.308, Scaling 
Correction Factor MLR  =  1.308; CFI = .978; RMSEA = .048 [CI 
(95%) = 032, .063]. Unlike when a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation 
method is used for an MG-CFA analysis, an MLR estimation does not 
always result in a chi-square for the multi-group model that is the sum of 
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    Table 3.5     Model 1: Confi gural Equivalence Model Testing In Mplus 7   

 !COMMON MEASUREMENT MODEL SPECIFICATION! 

  1.    DATA: 
 FILE IS ‘G:\NELS_1988_92\CH.dat’; 

  2.    VARIABLE: 
 NAMES ARE ITEM1 ITEM2 ITEM3 ITEM4 ITEM5 ITEM6  
 ITEM7 ITEM8 ITEM9 ITEM10 GENDER; 

  3.    MISSING ARE ALL (−99); 

 !COMMAND THAT IDENTIFIES THE TWO GROUPS! 

  4.    GROUPING IS GENDER (1 =MALE 2 = FEMALE); 

 !IDENTIFIES VARIABLES THAT WILL BE USED IN THE MODEL! 

  5.     USEVARIABLE are ITEM1 ITEM2 ITEM3 ITEM4 ITEM5 ITEM6 
ITEM7 ITEM8 ITEM9 ITEM10;  

 !ESTIMATOR ROBUST ML TO ADDRESS NON-NORMAL OF THE INDICATORS! 

  6.    ANALYSIS: 

 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 

  7.    MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1@1 (LOAD1)   1    ITEM2* (LOAD2) ITEM3* 
(LOAD3) ITEM4* (LOAD4); ITEM5* (LOAD5); 

  8.     GCSO BY ITEM6@1 (LOAD6) ITEM7* (LOAD7)ITEM8* (LOAD8) 
ITEM9* (LOAD9) 
 ITEM10* (LOAD10) ITEM5* (LOAD5); 

 !LOADI INTERCEPTS—ALL FREE! 

  9.     [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I3); [ITEM4*] 
(I I4); [ITEM5*] INTERCEPTI5); [ITEM6*] (I6);  
 [ITEM8*] (I8); [ITEM9*] 
  (I9)   ; [ITEM7*] (I7); 
 [ITEM10*] (I10); 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCE—ALL FREE! 

  10.     ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4); 
ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); 

 ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); ITEM7* (E7); ITEM10* (E10); 
 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS! 

  11.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 
 !FACTOR VARIANCE IS FIXED TO 1 FOR IDENTIFICATION PUROSES! 
 !FACTOR MEAN IS 0 (REQUIRED BY MPLUS 7.0)! 
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  12.    MAT-GCSO*; [MAT@0 GCSO@0]; 
 !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL! 

  13.    MODEL MALE: 

  14.    MODEL FEMALE: 
 !FACTOR LOADINGS—FREE BETWEEN THE GROUP! 

  15.    MAT BY ITEM1@1 ITEM2* 
 ITEM3* ITEM4* ITEM5*; 

  16.    GCSO BY ITEM6@1 ITEM7* ITEM8* ITEM9* 
 ITEM10* ITEM5*; 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE FREE – FACTOR MEAN =0! 

  17.    MAT-GCSO*; [MAT@0];, [GCSO@0]; 
 ! ITEM INTERCEPTS—ALL FREE! 

  18.    [ITEM1*]; [ITEM2*]; [ITEM3*]; 
 [ITEM4*]; [ITEM5*]; [ITEM6*]; 
 [ITEM8*]; [ITEM9*]; [ITEM7*];   [ITEM10*]; 

 ! RESIDUAL VARIANCE—ALL FREE! 

  19.    ITEM1-ITEM10*; 
 !GROUP SPECIFIC COVARIANCE! 

  20.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 
 !ABSENCE OF MODEL SPECIFICATION CONSTRAINED LOADINGS EQUAL! 
 !BASED IN PREVIOUS ANALYSIS TWO INTERCEPTS FREED ALL OTHER 
CONSTRAINTS THE EQUAL! 

  21.    ITEM7 WITH ITEM8*; 
 !FACTOR VARIANCE FREE – FACTOR MEAN =0! 

  22.    MAT-GCSO*; [MAT-GCSO@0]; 
 !OUTPUT PRINTS OUT REGRESSION WEIGHT STANDARDIZATION LOADS 
LOADINGS AND SAMPLSTAT! 

  23.    OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STAND(ALL) SAMPSTAT MOD(3.84); 

   Note:  Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examined 
diff erences between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study.  
  Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1.  
  Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.5 Continued
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the chi-square found the in the single-group CFA analysis (Byrne, 2011). 
Th is model fi t information serves as the foundation for testing the mea-
surement equivalence of the measurement model. Having established 
support for the comparability of the confi guration of the measurement 
model between the two groups, the next step is to examine the measure-
ment equivalence of the factor loadings.       

    Model 2: Test of Weak Metric Measurement Equivalence   
  Figure  3.9   depicts the MG-CFA model, and  Table  3.6   contains the Mplus 
7 syntax that was used to examine the potential metric equivalence 
between the two groups. Th e syntax to provide the data fi le’s specifi ca-
tion information will be the same as it was for the confi gural measure-
ment equivalence analysis and therefore will not be explained again here. 
Only the equivalence of the factor loadings will be tested. As can be seen 
in  Figure  3.9,   the measurement models for the two groups refl ect only 
partial-confi gural equivalence. For the African American and Hispanic 
females, group-specifi c residual covariance exists between Item 7 and 
Item 8; therefore, only partial measurement equivalence can be tested. 
In  Table  3.6  , Lines 1 to 7 provide the Mplus 7 syntax specifi cation for the 

 

MAT

MAT

GCSO

GCSO

P
MALE

FEMALE

P = Common Parameter colors indicate equivalency constraints imposed
    on factor loadings only. Residual variances & intercepts freely estimated.

P

Group-specific
parameter

... ...

... ...l1 l2 l5

l1 l2 l5 l6 l7 l10

l6 l7 l10

   Figure 3.9    Model 2: Metric Equivalence Model; Multi-Group Confi rmatory Factor 
Analysis; Male and Female, Future Orientation Interests   
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    Table 3.6    Model 2: Weak Metric Equivalence Model Testing in Mplus 7   

 Factor loadings are constrained to be equal between the two groups. 

 !COMMON MEASUREMENT MODEL SPECIFICATION ! 

  1.    ANALYSIS: ESTIMATOR = MLR; 

  2.    MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) 
 ITEM2* (LOADI2);ITEM3* (LOADI3) 
 ITEM4* (LOADI4); ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  3.    GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) 
 ITEM8* (LOADI8) ITEM9* (LOADI9) 
 ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !LOADING INTERCEPTS - ALL FREE! 

  4  .  [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I3); 
 [ITEM4*] (I I4); [ITEM5*] INTERCEPTI5); 
 [ITEM6*] (I6);[ITEM8*] (I8); [ITEM9*] (I9); 
[ITEM7*] (I7); 
 [ITEM10*] (I10);  

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCE - ALL FREE ! 

  5.    ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); 
 ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4); 
 ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); 
 ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); 
 ITEM7* (E7); ITEM10* (E10); 

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS! 

  6  .  ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE IS FREE TO 1 FOR IDENTIFICATION PUROSES! 
 !LOAD MEANS CONSTRAINED TO ZERO - MEAN STRUCTURE NOT 
A PART OF THE MODEL! 

  7.    MAT-GCSO@1; [MAT- GCSO@0]; 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL ! 
 !NO SPECIFICATION NEEDED - NOT GROUP SPECIFIC ! 

  8  .  MODEL MALE: 

  9.    MODEL FEMALE: 

 ! LOAD LOADINGS - ALL EQUALITY BETWEEN THE THREE GROUP! 

  10.    MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2) 
 ITEM3* (LOADI3) ITEM4* (LOADI4) 
 ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

(continued)
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 Factor loadings are constrained to be equal between the two groups. 

  11.    GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) 
 ITEM8* (LOADI8) ITEM9* (LOADI9) 
 ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !FREE LOAD MEAN! 
 !LOAD VARIANCE –AND MEAN FIXED TO 0! 

  12.    MAT-GCSO*; [MAT-GCSO@0];  

 !ITEM INTERCEPTS - ALL FREE ! 

  13.    [ITEM1-ITEM10*]; 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCE - ALL FREE ! 

  14  .  ITEM1- ITEM10*; 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC COVARIANCE ! 

  15  .  ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 

  16  .  ITEM7 WITH ITEM8*; 

 !OUTPUT PRINTS OUT REGRESSION WEIGHT STANDARDIZATION LOADS 
LOADINGS AND SAMPLSTAT! 

  17  .  OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STDYX SAMPSTAT MOD(3.84); 

  Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examined diff erences 
between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study.  
  Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1.  
  Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.6 Continued

measurement model that is common to both groups. Parameter labels 
were specifi ed for this model; for example, the factor loadings for Items 1 
to 3 were labeled LOAD1 to LOAD3. Because no model-specifi c param-
eters were used for males, no model specifi cation was needed for males 
(see Line 8). In Lines 9 and 10, the factor loading between the two groups 
was constrained to be equal. By including the labels specifi ed in the com-
mon model (see Lines 2 and 3) in the specifi cation of the female-specifi c 
model (see Lines 9 and 10) the loadings were constrained between the 
two groups. Th e evaluation of the extent to which constraining the fac-
tor loadings to be equal between the two groups improves the fi t of the 
multi-group model when compared to the confi gural model, and the 
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results of the MI test will be used to determine the ME of the factor load-
ings. Th e fi t statistics indicate a well-fi tting model, CFI = .98, RMSEA = 
.04 [CI 95%: .020, .060], adjusted χ 2  (73)  = 115.721, MLR Scale Correction 
factor = 1.316. Th e weak metric equivalence model did not result in a 
signifi cant decrease in the fi t relative to the confi gural equivalence model 
(adjusted Δχ 2  (11)  = 3.541,  p  > .05).      

 Mplus 7.0 identifi es all model parameters that would have to be 
altered to improve the model’s fi t.  Table  3.7   contains the results of the 
modifi cation indices. Only the modifi cation indices related to the equiva-
lency constraints for the factor loadings common to the two groups were 

    Table 3.7    Weak Metric Invariance Model Modifi cation Indices   

 Group  Parameter  M.I.  E.P.C. 
 Standard 
E.P.C. 

 Std YX 
E.P.C. 

 Males           
   Factor Loading         
   MAT BY ITEM6  8.55  0.16  0.16  0.20 
   Covariance         
   ITEM5 WITH ITEM1  4.30  −0.03  −0.03  −0.15 
   ITEM5 WITH ITEM4  7.03  0.04  0.04  0.26 
   ITEM8 WITH ITEM5  4.85  0.06  0.06  0.17 
   ITEM9 WITH ITEM8  4.41  0.06  0.06  0.18 
   MATS64J WITH ITEM8  5.03  −0.08  −0.08  −0.17 
   MATS64J WITH ITEM9  6.17  0.06  0.06  0.20 
 Females           
   Covariance         
   ITEM4 WITH ITEM3  9.02  −0.07  −0.07  −0.47 
   ITEM7WITH ITEM6  9.44  0.09  0.09  0.24 
   ITEM8 WITH ITEM6  7.26  −0.09  −0.09  −0.22 
   ITEM9 WITH ITEM3  4.11  0.03  0.03  0.17 
   ITEM9 WITH ITEM8  5.58  0.07  0.07  0.21 
   ITEM10WITH ITEM9  4.94  0.06  0.06  0.17 
 Females 

 Factor Loadings 
        

  GCSO BY ITEM2  4.012  −0.226  −0.122   
 Covariances         
  ITEM4 with ITEM3  5.302  −0.053  −0.341   
  ITEM7 with ITEM6  12.291  0.100  0.272   
  ITEM8 with ITEM6  5.128  −0.070  −0.183   
  ITEM9 with ITEM3  4.922  0.035  0.186   
  ITEM9 with ITEM7  6.186  −0.068  −0.241   

  M.I. = Modifi cation index; E.P.C. = expected parameter change index; Std E.P.C. = Standardized 
expected parameter change index  
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examined. Th ese fi ndings indicate that constraining the factor loadings 
to be equal across the groups was supported. Overall, the results pro-
vide evidence of the equivalency of the factor loadings across the African 
American and Hispanic male and female youth.       

    Model 3: Test of Strong (Scalar) Metric Measurement Equivalence   
 Building on the fi ndings from the weak metric measurement equivalence 
analysis, the equivalency of the intercepts for the indicators with equiva-
lent factor loadings was investigated.  Figure  3.10,   depicts the MG-CFA 
measurement model that was estimated.  Table  3.8   contains the Mplus 7 
syntax corresponding to that model. Th e syntax for the model-specifi c 
measurement model for females (Lines 7 to 15)  constrained the factor 
loadings (see  Table  3.8  , Lines 9 and 10) and intercepts (see  Table  3.8  , Line 
12) between the two groups. Th e labels on the factor loadings and inter-
cepts found on the common and group specifi c measurement model con-
strained those parameters’ loadings between the groups. Th e overall fi t for 
the model was good (CFI = .97, RMSEA = .048, [CI: 95%: .035, .062]); but 
the results from the modifi cation indices indicated that two item intercepts 
were not equal between the two groups. Th e MI information for Item 7 
(chances you will stay in good health) for males was MI = 12.69, EPC = 
.09,  p  < .05, whereas the female MI information for the item was MI 12.69; 
EPC = −12.69,  p  <  .05. Th e equivalency constraint for Item 7’s intercept 
was relaxed, and the model was re-estimated. Th e fi t information for the 
model indicated good model fi t: CFI = .98, RMSEA = .04, [CI (95%): .025, 
.055]; χ 2  [80]  = 125.156, Scaling Correction Factor = 1.286. Th e post hoc MI 
analysis indicated that equivalency constraint for Item 10’s (chance I will 
have friends to count on) intercept should be relaxed. Th e MI information 
for the males for Item 10 was MI = 4.022, EPC = .056,  p  < .05; for Female 
Item 7, MI = 4.021; EPC = −.072,  p  < .05). Th e model was estimated with 
the equivalency constraints for the intercepts for Items 7 and 10 relaxed. 
Th e fi t information for the model indicated good model fi t:  CFI =.98, 
RMSEA =.04, [CI 95%:  =.020,.050]; χ 2  [79]   =  120.726, Scaling Correction 
Factor = 1.290). Th e MI information did not indicate that any other param-
eters constrained to be equal across the groups needed to be relaxed. Th e 
partial strong metric equivalence measurement model did not result in a 
signifi cant decrease in the fi t relative to the weak metric equivalence model 
(adjusted Δχ 2  [6]   = 3.541,  p  > .05). In the model with the equality constraint 
for all the items, the intercept was 4.192 for Item 7 and 4.221 for Item 10. 
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    Table 3.8    Model 3: Strong Metric (Scalar) Invariance in Mplus 7   

 Intercepts constrained to be equal between the two groups. 

 ! COMMON MEASUREMENT MODEL SPECIFICATION ! 

  1.     MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2); 
 ITEM3* (LOADI3) ITEM4* (LOADI4); ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  2.     GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) 
 ITEM8* (LOADI8) ITEM9* (LOADI9) 
 ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !LOADI INTERCEPTS - ALL FREE ! 

  3.     [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I3); [ITEM4*] 
(I I4); 
 [ITEM5*] INTERCEPTI5); [ITEM6*] (I6); 
 [ITEM8*] (I8); [ITEM9*] (I9); [ITEM7*] (I7); 
[ITEM10*] (I10); 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCE - ALL FREE ! 

  4.    ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2);   ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4); 
 ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); 
 ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); 
 ITEM7* (E7); ITEM10* (E10); 

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS! 

  5.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE IS FREE TO 1 FOR IDENTIFICATION PUROSES! 
 !LOAD MEANS CONSTRAINED TO ZERO - MEAN STRUCTURE NOT 
A PART OF THE MODEL! 

  6.    MAT-GCSO@1; [MAT@0 GCSO@0]; 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL! 
 !NO SPECIFICATION NEEDED - NOT GROUP SPECIFIC ! 

  7.    MODEL MALE: 

  8.    MODEL FEMALE: 

 !LOAD LOADINGS - ALL EQUALITY BETWEEN THE THREE GROUP! 

  9.    MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2) 
 ITEM3* (LOADI3) ITEM4* (LOADI4) 
 ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  10.    GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) 
 ITEM8* (LOADI8) ITEM9* (LOADI9) 
 ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !FREE LOAD MEAN! 
 !FACTOR VARIANCE AND MEAN FREED! 

(continued)
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 Intercepts constrained to be equal between the two groups. 

  11.    MAT-GCSO*; [MAT-GCSO*];  
 ! ITEM INTERCEPTS – CONSTRAINED TO BE EQUAL ! 

  12.    [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); 
  [ITEM3*] (I3); [ITEM4*] (I I4); 
  [ITEM5*] (I5); [ITEM6*] (I6); [ITEM7*] (I7); 
  [ITEM8] (I8) [ITEM9](I9); [ITEM10*] (I10); 
 ! RESIDUAL VARIANCE - ALL FREE ! 

  13.    ITEM1- ITEM10*; 
 ! GROUP SPECIFIC COVARIANCE! 

  14.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 

  15.    ITEM7 WITH ITEM8*; 
 !OUTPUT PRINTS OUT REGRESSION WEIGHT STANDARDIZATION LOADS 
LOADINGS AND SAMPLSTAT! 

  16.    OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STDYX SAMPSTAT MOD(3.84); 

   Note:  Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examined 
diff erences between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study.  
  Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1.  
  Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.8 Continued

For males, the item intercept (or the item factor mean) for Item 7 was 4.263 
when the equality constraint on the item was eased, and 4.256 for Item 
10. For females, the item intercept for Item 7 was 4.030 when the equality 
constraint on this item was eased, and 4.128 for Item 10.            

    Model 4: Test of Strict Metric (Error-Variance 
and Covariance) Equivalence   
    Error variance constraints     Having established the partial equivalency of 
the intercepts (or partial strong metric equivalence) of the measure, it is 
now possible to examine the error-variance equivalence of the items across 
the groups. It should be kept in mind that, until the equivalence of the fac-
tor variance has been established, the equivalence of the error variance will 
not provide evidence of the equality of the item’s reliability (  Vandenberg & 
Lance, 2000  ). Because common error covariance is present, the equality 
constraint for this parameter will need to be tested.  Table  3.9   provides Mplus 
7 syntax for this model. Th e changes to the syntax needed to test the strict 
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MAT

MAT

Males

Female
GCSO

GCSO

P

P

Group-specific
parameter

x1 x2 x3

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

x4 x6 x7 x8

P = Common Parameter colors indicate equivalency constraints imposed on factor
   loadings found to be equal during weak metric equivalency analysis & intercepts
   contrained to be equal. Residual variances are freely estimated.

   Figure 3.10    MG-CFA Measurement Model   

measurement equivalence begin on Line 9. Lines 9 and 10 constrain the fac-
tor loadings between the two groups. Line 12 constrains the intercepts, and 
Line 13 constrains the residual variances. Based on the results from the sca-
lar metric analysis, no equality constraints for the intercept or the residual 
variance were imposed on Item 7 (chances you will stay in good health) or 
Item 10 (chances I will have friends to count on). Th e results of the analysis 
indicated that removing the equality constraints on Item 3 (chances I will 
have a job that pays well) and Item 6 (chances I will have a happy family life) 
residual variances would improve the model’s fi t. Th e fi t information for 
the partial strict metric equivalence model that contained relaxed equality 
constraints for Items 7 and 10 item intercepts is CFI = .98, RMSEA = .04, [CI 
95%: .024, .053]; χ 2  [87]  = 129.826, Scaling Correction Factor = 1.382. Th e fi t 
information for the partial strict metric equivalence model that contained 
relaxed equality constraints for Items 3, 6, 7, and 10 residual variances is 
CFI = .98, RMSEA = .03, [CI 95%: .020, .051]; χ 2  [85]   =  120.418, Scaling 
Correction Factor = 1.351. Th ere was a signifi cant reduction in the adjusted 
change in chi-square (Δχ 2 ) between the two models (adjusted Δχ 2  [6  ]  = 6.242, 
 p  > .05). For items where the residual variance equivalence held, the amount 
of item variance not accounted for by the factors was the same between the 
two groups. Th is was not the case for Item 3 (chances I will have a job that 
pays well), Item 6 (chances I will have a happy family life), Item 7 (chances 
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    Table 3.9    Model 4: Strict Metric (Error-Variance and Covariance) Invariance 
in Mplus 7   

 Residual variance constrained to be equal between the two groups. 

  !COMMON MEASUREMENT MODEL SPECIFICATION !  

  1.    MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2); 
 ITEM3* (LOADI3) ITEM4* (LOADI4); ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  2.    GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) 
 ITEM8* (LOADI8) ITEM9* (LOADI9) 
 ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  !LOADI INTERCEPTS - ALL FREE!  

  3.    [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I3); [ITEM4*] 
(I I4); 
 [ITEM5*] INTERCEPT(I5); [ITEM6*] (I6);[ITEM8*] (I8); 
 [ITEM9*] (I9); [ITEM7*] (I7); [ITEM10*] (I10); 

  !RESIDUAL VARIANCE - ALL FREE !  

  4.    ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); 
 ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4); ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); 
 ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); ITEM7* (E7); ITEM10* (E10); 

  !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS!  

  5.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

  !FACTOR VARIANCE IS FIXED TO 1 FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES !  
  !LOAD MEANS CONSTRAINED TO ZERO - MEAN STRUCTURE NOT 
A PART OF THE MODEL!  

  6.     MAT-GCSO@1; [MAT@0]; [GCSO@0]; 

  !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL!  
  !NO SPECIFICATION NEEDED - NOT GROUP SPECIFIC !  

  7.    MODEL MALE: 

  8.    MODEL FEMALE: 

  !LOAD LOADINGS - ALL EQUALITY BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS!  

  9.    MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2) 
 ITEM3* (LOADI3) ITEM4* (LOADI4) 
 ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  10.    GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) 
 ITEM8* (LOADI8) ITEM9* (LOADI9) 
 ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !FREE LOAD MEAN! 
 !FACTOR VARIANCE AND MEAN FREED! 
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you will stay in good health), or Item 10 (chances I  will have friends to 
count on).  

    Common error covariance     To test the equality of the covariance between 
the residuals, the group-specifi c measurement model syntax was altered 
to indicate that there would be an equality constraint for the residual cova-
riance between the two groups. Th e original command that allowed the 
covariances to be estimated freely was on Line 14 (ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*) 
was altered and the new Line 14 is ITEM1 with ITEM2* (ED_COV). Th e 
addition of the label for the covariance statement to the model-specifi c set 
of commands for female will constrain this parameter to be equal between 

 Residual variance constrained to be equal between the two groups. 

  11.    MAT-GCSO*; [MAT-GCSO*]; 
  !ITEM INTERCEPTS – CONSTRAINED TO BE EQUAL - EXCEPT 
ITEM 3. ITEM 6, ITEM 7 AND ITEM 10 !  

  12.    [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*]; [ITEM4*] 
(I I4); [ITEM5*] (I5); [ITEM6*]; [ITEM7*]; [ITEM8] 
(I8) [ITEM9](I9); [ITEM10*]; 

  ! RESIDUAL VARIANCE - CONSTRAINED TO BE EQUAL - EXCEPT 
ITEM 3. ITEM 6, ITEM 7 AND ITEM 10 !  

  13.    ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3*; ITEM4* (E4); 
 ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6*; ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); 
 ITEM7*; ITEM10*; 

 ! CONSTRAINED FACTOR COVARIANCE TO EQUAL !. 

14. ITEM1 with ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

  ! GROUP SPECIFIC COVARIANCE!  

  15.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 

  16.    ITEM7 WITH ITEM8*; 

  !OUTPUT PRINTS OUT REGRESSION WEIGHT STANDARDIZATION 
LOADINGS AND SAMPLE STATISTICS  

  17.    OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STDYX SAMPSTAT MOD(3.84); 

   Note:  Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examined 
diff erences between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study.  
  Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1.  
  Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.9 Continued
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the two groups. Th e results from the modifi cation indices did not indi-
cate that the constraint on the residual covariance needed to be relaxed. 
Th e fi t information for the model is as follows: CFI = .98, RMSEA = .036, 
[CI 95%: .020, .051]; χ 2  [86]  = 121.692, Scaling Correction Factor = 1.361. 
Th ere was not a signifi cant reduction in the adjusted change in chi-square 
between the model with residual variance constraints and the residual 
covariance model (adjusted Δχ 2  [1  ]  = 1.326,  p  < .05).        

    Summary of the Results Assessing Measurement Equivalence   
 Th e following presentation of the results for measurement equivalence is 
written up as it would be for a publication. 

 Th e evaluation of the measurement equivalence of the Future 
Orientation Interest measure between African and Hispanic American 
males and females provided evidence of partial strict (metric) equiva-
lence.  Table  3.1  0 provides a summary of the areas of equivalence found 
when the parameters making up the measurement model were exam-
ined. For Items 7 (chances you will stay in good health) and 10 (chances 
you will have friend to count on), there was evidence of non-equivalence 
of the intercepts. For these items the level of systematic response bias for 
African and Hispanic American male and female tenth-graders in the 
sample cannot be assumed to be equal. For items 3, 6, 7, and 10, there was 
also a lack of evidence of equivalence of the residual variance.      

  Table  3.1  1 provides the model fi t information for the four models that 
were examined. Overall, it can be argued that there was evidence of mea-
surement equivalence at the strict (metric) level of equivalence. In most 
instances this level of measurement equivalence would be enough to uti-
lize the measure with African and Hispanic American male and female 
tenth-graders. Having examined the measurement parameters that make 
up the measure, we will now examine the structural parameters.       

    Model 5: Equivalence of Factor Variance   
 Th e extent of the heterogeneity of the latent variable is tested when the 
equivalence of factor variances is examined. Lines 1 to 8 establish the 
confi guration of the measurement model that is common to both groups 
(see Table 3.12). Mplus 7.0 requires that the factor means be fi xed to 0 
(See Line 3). Identifi cation of the model will be achieved by fi xing the 
factor variances to 1 in the overall model (See Lines 4 and 5). Th e con-
straints for the factor loadings (Lines 11 and 12), intercepts (Line 16), 
residual variances (Line 17) and residual covariances (Line 18) remain 
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from Model 4. Th e absence of labels for the intercepts for Items 7 and 
10 allows these parameters to be freely estimated (Line 16). Th e absence 
of labels for the residual variances for Items 3, 6, 7 and 10 allows these 
parameters to be freely estimated between the two groups (Line 17). 

 Th e comparison of the change in the adjusted chi-squares between 
the partial strict metric equivalence model [adjusted χ 2  [85]    = 120.418, 
Scale Correction factor  =  1.352] and the factor variance equivalence 
model [adjusted χ 2  [88]   =  124.852, Scale Correction factor  =  1.348] was 
insignifi cant [adjusted Δχ 2  [3]     = 4.452,  p  < .05]. Th e fi t information for the 
model was CFI = .98, RMSEA = .037, [CI 95%: .020, .051]. Th ese results 
provide evidence that African American and Hispanic male and female 
tenth-graders had equal levels of heterogeneity of the latent variable, 
future-interest orientation.       

    Table 3.10     Areas of Measurement Invariance   

   Factor  Residual 

 Item  Loading  Intercepts  Variance  Covariance 

  1.     Chances that you will 
graduate H.S. 

 X  X  X  X 

  2  .   Chances that you will 
be able to go to college. 

 X  X  X 

  3  .   Chances of you having 
a job that pays well. 

 X  X  —   

  4  .   Chances that you will 
be able to own home. 

 X  X  X   

  5  .   Chances you will have 
a job you enjoy 

 X  X  X   

  6  .   Chances you will have 
a happy family life. 

 X  X  —   

  7  .   Chances you will stay 
in good health. 

 X  —  —   

  8  .   Chances you will be 
able to live anywhere 
you wish. 

 X  X  X   

  9  .   Chances you will 
be respected in the 
community 

 X  X  X   

   10  .   Chances you will have 
friends to count on. 

 X  —  —   

   Note:  ‘X’ indicate a lack of invariance across the male and females study participants. “—“ indicates 
invariance across males and females study participants.  
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    Model 6: Equivalence of Factor Covariance   
 Testing of the equivalence of the factor covariance builds on the fi ndings 
from the previous invariance testing results. In Mplus 7.0 factor loadings 
and intercepts are constrained equal by default across groups and resid-
ual variances are estimated by default. In order to make it explicit, in the 
previous analysis, equality constraints were imposed by labeling param-
eters in both the general model command (for example, see Table 3.12, 
Line 1) and one of the group specifi c model commands (for example, see 
Table 3.12, Line 11). In this analysis, Mplus 7.0 program defaults were 
used to impose equality constraints for the factor loadings and intercepts. 
Th e absence of the specifi cation of factor loadings in the group specifi c 
model indicates that the default to impose constraints for these param-
eters (See Lines 8 and 9) will be used. Th e presence of the intercepts for 
Items 7 and 10 in the group specifi c model for females (See Lines 11 and 
12) will free the intercepts for Items 7 and 10 between the groups. Th e 
specifi cation and labeling of the residual variances in both the general 
model (See Line 3) and in the group specifi c model for females (See Line 
12) will constraint the residual variance for those items containing labels 
in both command lines. In this case the residual variances for Items 3, 6, 
7 and 10 were not constrained equal between the groups.

Th e fi t information for the model is as follows: CFI = .98, RMSEA = 
.036, [CI 95%: 019,050]; adjusted χ2 [89] = 125.071, Scale Correction 
 factor = 1.345. Th e results from the modifi cation indices did not indicate 

    Table 3.11    Model Fit Information Base CFA Models, Confi gural, Metric, Scalar 
and Residual Variance Models   

             Diff erence Test 

 Invariance 
Models   X   2    MLR    df  SC +   CFI 

 RMSEA 
 (95% C.I.) 

  ΔX   2   
   Adjusted MLR     Δ df 

  (1)    Confi gural  106.660  62  1.308  .978  .048 
 (.032, .063) 

    

  (2)     Weak Metric  115.721  73  1.316  .979  .043 
 (.028, .058) 

 9.361  11 

  (3)     Partial Strong 
(Scalar) Metric 

 120.726  79  1.290  .979  .041 
 (.025, .055) 

 3.541  6 

  (4)     Partial Strict 
Metric 

 120.418  85  1.352  .982  .036 
 (.020, .051) 

 3.260  6 

   Note :  +  SC=Scale Correction factor for maximum likelihood parameter estimates with standard errors 
and a chi-square test statistic (MLR); CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error 
of Approximation,  Δ df = Diff erence is Degrees of Freedom  
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    Table 3.12    Model 5: Factor Variance Invariance Testing in Mplus 7   

 Factor variance constrained to be equal between the two groups. 
 !REFERENCE GROUP FACTOR VARIANCE INVARIANCE MODEL! 
 !FACTOR LOADINGS - ALL FREE! 

  1.     MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOAD1); ITEM2* (LOAD2); ITEM3* 
(LOAD3)*;   ITEM4* (LOAD4)*; ITEM5* (LOAD5); 

  2.     GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOAD6); ITEM7* (LOAD7); ITEM8* (LOAD8); 
  ITEM9* (LOAD9); ITEM10* (LOAD10); ITEM5*(LOAD5); 

 !FACTOR MEAN (FACTOR MEAN = 0 – REQUIRED BY MPLUS 7)! 

  3.     [MAT@0];[GCSO@0]; 

 ! FACTOR VARIANCE – FIXED TO 1 – MODEL IDENTIFICATION 
PURPOSES ! 

  4.    MAT@1; 

  5.    GSCO@1; 

 !INTERCEPTS FREE! 

  6.     [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I13); [ITEM4*] 
(I4); [ITEM5*] (I5); [ITEM6*] (I6);   [ITEM7*] (I7); 
[ITEM8*] (I8); [ITEM9*] (I9); [ITEM10*] (I10); 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCE – ALL FREE! 

  7.     ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4); 
ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6);   ITEM7* (E7); ITEM8* (E8); 
ITEM9* (E9); ITEM10* (E10); 

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS – FREE! 

  8.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL INFORMATION! 

  9.    MODEL MALE: 

 !FACTOR LOADING CONSTRAINED EQUAL BETWEEN THE GROUPS! 

  10.    MODEL FEMALE: 

  11.     MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOAD1); ITEM2* (LOAD2); ITEM3* 
(LOAD3);   ITEM4* (LOAD4); ITEM5* (LOAD5); 

  12.     GCSO BY MAT BY ITEM6* (LOAD6); ITEM7* (LOAD7); ITEM8* 
(LOAD8);   ITEM9* (LOAD9); ITEM10* (LOAD10); ITEM5* 
(LOAD5); 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE FREE – FACTOR MEAN FIXED TO 1 – TESTING 
FACTOR INVARIANCE! 

  13.    MAT@1;  

 14.    GCSO@1; 

(continued)
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    Table 3.13    Model 6: Factor Covariance Invariance Testing in Mplus 7   

 Factor covariance constrained equal between the two groups 
 !REFERENCE GROUP FACTOR VARIANCE INVARIANCE MODEL! 

 !FACTOR LOADINGS - METRIC SET – FIRST ITEMS FIXED TO 1! 

  1.     MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1 (LOAD1); ITEM2* (LOAD2); ITEM3* 
(LOAD3)*;   ITEM4* (LOAD4)*; ITEM5* (LOAD5); 

  2.    GCSO BY ITEM6 (LOAD6); ITEM7* (LOAD7); ITEM8* (LOAD8); 
 ITEM9* (LOAD9); ITEM10* (LOAD10); ITEM5* (LOAD5); 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCES ALL EQUAL! 

  3.     ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4);  
 ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); ITEM7* (E7); ITEM8* (E8); 
ITEM9* (E9); ITEM10* (E10); 

 !FACTOR MEAN - FREE 

  15.    [MAT-GCSO*]; 

 !INTERCEPTS ALL FIXED EQUAL EXCEPT ITEM 7 AND ITEM 10! 

  16.     [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I13); [ITEM4*] 
(I4); [ITEM5*] (I5); [ITEM6*] (I6);   [ITEM7*]; [ITEM8*] 
(I8); [ITEM9*] (I9); [ITEM10*]; 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCES ALL EQUAL EXCEPT ITEM 7 AND ITEM 10! 

  17.     ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3* (E3); ITEM4* (E4); 
 ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); ITEM7*; ITEM8* (E8); 
ITEM9* (E9); ITEM10*;  

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS – CONSTRAINED EQUAL BETWEEN 
THE TWO GROUPS! 

  18.     ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

 !GROUPS SPECIFIC COVARIANCE! 

  19.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 

  20.    ITEM7 WITH ITEM8*; 

 !OUTPUT PRINTS OUT REGRESSION WEIGHTS STANDARDIZED LOADINGS 
AND SAMPLE STATISTICS. 

  21.    OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STDYX SAMPSTAT MOD (3.84); 

  Note: Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examineddiff erences 
between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study. 
 Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1. 
 Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.12 Continued
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  4.    MAT@0];[GCSO@0]; 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE – PARMETER LABEL – CONSTRAINTS EQUAL! 

  5.    MAT(1); 

  6.    GSCO(2); 

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS – FREE! 

  7.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL INFORMATION! 

  8.    MODEL MALE: 

 !FACTOR LOADING CONSTRAINED EQUAL BETWEEN THE GROUPS! 

  9.    MODEL FEMALE: 

 !FACTOR MEAN - FREE 

  10.    [MAT-GCSO*]; 

 !INTERCEPTS ALL FIXED EQUAL EXCEPT ITEM 7 AND ITEM 10! 

  11.    [ITEM7];  

 12.    [ITEM10]; 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCES ALL EQUAL EXCEPT ITEM 3, 6, 7 AND 
ITEM 10! 

  13.    ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3*; ITEM4* (E4); 
 ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6*; ITEM7* ; ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); 
ITEM10*;  

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS – CONSTRAINED EQUAL! 

  14.     ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

 ! GROUPS SPECIFIC COVARIANCE ! 

  15.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; 

  16.    ITEM7 WITH ITEM8*; 

 !OUTPUT PRINTS OUT REGRESSION WEIGHTS STANDARDIZED LOADINGS 
AND SAMPLE STATISTICS. 

  17.    OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STDYX SAMPSTAT MOD (3.84); 

  Note: Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examined 
diff erences between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study. 
 Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1. 
 Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.13 Continued
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that the constraint on the factor covariance needed to be relaxed. Th ere 
was no signifi cant reduction in the adjusted Δχ 2  between the model with 
factor covariance constraints and the factor variance model (adjusted 
Δχ 2  [1  ]  = .01,  p  < .05). Th ese results provided support for the equivalence 
of the factor covariances between the two groups.       

    Model 7: Testing for Latent Mean Invariance   
  Table  3.1  4 provides the Mplus syntax for testing for the latent mean 
invariance. Similar to testing for the equivalence of the factor variance 
and covariance, testing for the equivalence of latent means focuses on 
structural aspects of the instrument’s measurement model. Before test-
ing for the equivalence of the factor means, the researcher must have 
established that there is at least partial equivalence of the factor loading 
(weak metric equivalence) and intercepts (strong metric scalar equiva-
lence). Due to model identifi cation constraints, one of the groups is 
treated as a reference group, and diff erences between the factor means 
of the groups are tested (Byrne & Stewart, 2006). When estimating the 
MG-CFA model, the factor means for the reference group, in this case 
males, are fi xed to zero ( Table  3.1  4, see Line 7). Fixing the factor inter-
cepts (i.e., factor means) to zero is also necessary because of the arbi-
trary nature of the origin, in those situations where the intercepts of 
the observed variables are constrained to be equal (  Byrne, 2012  ). Th e 
estimated factor means in the comparison group represent the diff er-
ence in the factor means between the reference and comparison groups 
(  Byrne, 2012  ). Based on the results from the previous analyses, all of 
the factor loadings (see  Table  3.1  5, Line 8, the model-specifi c command 
for females) were constrained to be equal across the groups. All of the 
intercepts, with the exception of the intercept for Items 7 and 10, were 
constrained to be equal across the groups (see Line 10). Also based 
on the results from analyses the residual variances for Items 3, 6, 7, 10 
were not constrained equal between the two groups (See Line 11). To 
test for latent mean equivalence, the number of estimated intercepts 
must be lower than the number of measured variables. Equality con-
straints are used across the model to achieve this multi-group model 
identifi cation requirement. In models where there is partial measure-
ment equivalence and a large number of intercepts, the model may be 
under-identifi ed. Our case example had two non-equivalent intercepts, 
which means that we had to estimate two intercepts for each group, 
making a total of four. Seven intercepts were found to be invariant; 
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    Table 3.14    Model 7: Latent Mean Invariance Testing in Mplus 7   
 Factor means constrained to be equal between the two groups. 
 !COMMON MEASUREMENT MODEL SPECIFICATION! 

 !LOADING ALL FREE! 

  1  .   MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2); ITEM3* 
(LOADI3) 
 ITEM4* (LOADI4); ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

  2.     GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7); ITEM8* (LOADI8) 
ITEM9* 
 (LOADI9); ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE AND MEAN ! 

  3 .   MAT@1; GCSO@1; [MAT-GCSO@0]; 

 !INTERCEPTS - ALL FREE EXCEPT! 

  4 .    [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I3); [ITEM4*] (I4); 
[ITEM5*] (I5); [ITEM6*] (I6); [ITEM7*] (I7); [ITEM8*] (I8); 
[ITEM9*] (I9); [ITEM10*] (I10); 

 !RESIDUAL VARIANCE - ALL FREE! 

  5  .   ITEM1* (E1); ITEM2* (E2); ITEM3* (E3);  ITEM4* (E4); 
ITEM5* (E5); ITEM6* (E6); 
 ITEM8* (E8); ITEM9* (E9); ITEM7* (E7); ITEM10* (i10); 

 !COVARIANCE BETWEEN ERROR TERMS! 

  6 .   ITEM1 WITH ITEM2* (ED_COV); 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC MODEL INFORMATION! 
 MODEL MALE 
 !FACTOR MEAN AND VARIANCE – FIXED! 

  7 .   F1-F2@1; [F1-F2@0]; 

  8 .   MODEL FEMALE: 
 MODEL: MAT BY ITEM1* (LOADI1) ITEM2* (LOADI2); 
 ITEM3* (LOADI3) ITEM4* (LOADI4); ITEM5* (LOADI5); 
 GCSO BY ITEM6* (LOADI6) ITEM7* (LOADI7) ITEM8* (LOADI8) 
ITEM9* (LOADI9) ITEM10* (LOADI10) ITEM5* (LOADI5); 

 !FACTOR VARIANCE AND MEAN- FREE! 

  9 .   MAT*; GCSO*; [MAT-GCSO]; 

 !INTERCEPTS – CONSTRAINED EQUAL BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS 
EXCEPT ITEM 7 AND ITEM10! 

  10 .    [ITEM1*] (I1); [ITEM2*] (I2); [ITEM3*] (I3); [ITEM4*] 
(I4); [ITEM5*] (I5); [ITEM6*] (I6); [ITEM7]; [ITEM8*] 
(I8); [ITEM9*] (I9); [ITEM10*];  

 !RESIDUAL COVARIANCE – ALL FIXED EXCEPT ITEM3, ITEM6, ITEM7 
AND ITEM10 

(continued)
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  11.    ITEM1 (E1); ITEM2 (E2); ITEM3; 
 ITEM4 (E4); ITEM5 (E5); ITEM6; 
 ITEM7; ITEM8 (E8) ITEM9 (E9); ITEM10; 

 !COVARIANCE IS FIXED! 

  12.    ITEM1 WITH ITEM2*; (ED_COV); 

 !GROUP SPECIFIC IS FREE! 

  13.    ITEM7 WITH ITEM8; 

  14.    OUTPUT: RESIDUAL STDYX SAMPSTAT MOD(3.84); 

   Note:  Illustration data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988. Examined 
diff erences between males (N = 284) and females (N = 333) on the self-report measure of youth’s future 
orientation interests. Th is analysis was based on Farmer (2000) study.  
  Words within parentheses are the parameter label. For example, “ITEM1* (LOADI1)” labels the 
loading for ITEM1 as LOADI1.  
  Th e numbers next to the lines of Mplus syntax are numbered for reference purposes only. Th ey are not 
a part of the Mplus programming language.  

Table 3.14 Continued

therefore, 11 intercepts had to be estimated. None of the factor loadings 
were found to be invariant; therefore, 12 factor loadings had to be esti-
mated. When the partial measurement equivalence model results in an 
under-identifi cation of the multi-group model, it is recommended that 
researchers consider imposing additional equality constraints, which 
will result in fewer intercepts needing to be estimated (Bryne, 2012). 
In examining the results, the researcher should focus on the signifi -
cance of the factor means for the comparison group, in this case the 
Hispanic and African American females. Th e factor means for MAT 
(Mean [ SE ] = .081[.09],  p  > .05)  and GCSO (Mean [ SE ] = .031[.09], 
 p  > .05) were both non-signifi cant. Th ese results indicate that the factor 
means for the Hispanic and African American males and females were 
not  signifi cantly diff erent. 

 Th e fi t information for the model was CFI = .98, RMSEA = .036, 
[CI 95%: .019, .050]; adjusted χ 2  [90]   =  126.082, Scaling Correction fac-
tor = 1.340. Th e results from the modifi cation indices did not indicate 
that the constraints on the factor covariance needed to be relaxed. 
Th ere was not a signifi cant reduction in the adjusted Δχ 2  between the 
model with factor covariance constraints and the factor variance model 
(adjusted Δχ 2  [2  ]  = .695,  p  < .05). Th ese results provided support for the 
equivalence of the factor mean between the two groups.       
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    Summary of the Results Testing for Structural Equivalence   
 For presentation, the results of assessing structural equivalence are writ-
ten up like they would be for a publication. 

 Aft er fi nding evidence of partial strict metric measurement equiva-
lence (or residual equivalence model), three structure parameters in the 
model were tested. First, the factor variance was constrained between 
the two groups, resulting in no signifi cant decrease in the fi t relative 
to the partial strict metric equivalence model (see  Table  3.1  5, adjusted 
Δχ 2  [3  ]   =  4.452,  p  < .05). Th e results provide evidence that the African 
and Hispanic American male and female tenth-graders had very similar 
variability in their future orientation interests. Second, the factor covari-
ances were constrained between the two groups and compared to the 
factor variance model. No signifi cant decrease in the fi t relative to the 
factor variance model was found (see  Table  3.1  5, adjusted Δχ 2  [1  ]  = .007, 
 p  < .05). Finally, the latent mean variance model was estimated, and when 
compared to the factor covariance model, did not result in a signifi cant 
decrease in the adjusted change in chi-square (see  Table  3.1  5, adjusted 
Δχ 2  [2  ]  = 0.695,  p  < .05).    

    SUMMARY   

 Establishing measurement equivalence is an important process that must 
be done when conducting research with diverse groups. Assessing for 
measurement equivalence is a way of determining that the construct 
being measured has the same meaning across groups (confi gural equiva-
lence); determining if the cutoff  scores are the same across groups (scalar 
equivalence); and determining if the construct has the same dimension-
ality across groups as predicted by theory (Byrne & Vijver, 2010; struc-
tural equivalence). 

 In this chapter, we provided an overview of seven types of measure-
ment equivalence, which are categorized into two types—measurement 
and structural. Th e types are confi gural, metric, scalar, error (i.e., covari-
ance), factor variances, factor covariances, and factor means. As men-
tioned in  Chapter  2  , measurement equivalence can exist despite fl aws in 
any phase of the research process. Th erefore, we strongly urge the read-
ers to use the processes and procedures detailed in  Chapter  2   prior to 
 assessing for measurement equivalence. 
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 Multiple Group Confi rmatory Factor Analysis was described as a 
statistical procedure that can be used to assess for measurement equiva-
lence. Th e underlying assumptions of MG-CFA were reviewed. Th e steps 
necessary to evaluate the seven types of measurement equivalence were 
estimated, using MG-CFA in a case illustration. Mplus was used to ana-
lyze the data for the case illustration. Th e Mplus syntax for the MG-CFA 
analyses were provided. A write-up of the case example results was pre-
sented as if they are being reported in a publication. 

 In the next chapter, an additional hypothetical case example is 
presented to further illustrate the analytical procedures used to estab-
lish equivalence. Th is case example will also illustrate how descriptive 
statistics (means, standard deviations, skewness, and kurtosis) can be 
examined to determine initially if measurement equivalence has been 
established across the groups.                                
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 Hypothetical Case 
Illustration    

      

      OVERVIEW   

 In this chapter, we provide a hypothetical case to illustrate how to 
develop a research study while establishing equivalence at each phase of 
the research process.  

    HYPOTHETICAL CASE ILLUSTRATION   

 A researcher is interested in conducting a study that looks at racial 
and ethnic differences in depression among adolescents. In reviewing 
the literature, the researcher reads the article by   Crockett et al. (2005)   
in which a CFA of the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression 
Scale (CES-D) supported a 4-factor structure for non-Hispanic 
Caucasian adolescents and Mexican American adolescents, but not 
for Cuban American or Puerto Rican American adolescents. The 
four factors are Negative Affect, Positive Affect (reverse scored), 
Interpersonal Aspects, and Somatic Symptoms. The findings of the 
study suggested that the CES-D measures the same construct for 
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non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents and Mexican American ado-
lescents, but not for Cuban American or Puerto Rican American 
adolescents. 

 Based on reading the   Crockett et al. (2005)   article, the researcher is 
able to make several decisions to ensure that the results of his or her own 
study refl ect true group diff erences. Additionally, the literature helps the 
researcher choose an appropriate measure and decide what Hispanic 
group to include in the study. Because the results of the Crockett et al. 
study demonstrated that the CES-D measured the same constructs for 
both Mexican Americans and non-Hispanic Caucasians, the researcher 
decides to use the CES-D to assess depression and to include both groups 
of adolescents in the sample. 

 Selecting an appropriate measure that assesses the same construct 
for both Mexican American and non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents 
is critical during the problem-formulation and measurement-selection 
phases of the research process. Recall that during both of these phases the 
researcher is concerned with establishing construct equivalence. 

 Th e researcher plans to use a non-experimental, comparative 
research design. A non-experimental design is needed because the inde-
pendent variable (i.e., racial or ethnic group) cannot be manipulated by 
the researcher. A  comparative research design is appropriate because 
the researcher is interested in looking at the diff erences in depression 
between two naturally occurring groups: Mexican American adolescents 
and non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents. 

 To rule out alternative explanations for anticipated fi ndings, the 
researcher has to address the threats to statistical-conclusion validity, 
internal validity, and construct validity. Regarding statistical-conclusion 
validity and construct validity, two aspects of construct equivalence 
(both conceptual/confi gural and metric) can be established by conduct-
ing an MG-CFA. Given that there may be group diff erences in response 
styles, which is a threat to internal validity, the researcher decides to 
assess whether the results are being aff ected by response styles by look-
ing at the histograms, skewness, and kurtosis for each group separately. 
Because MG-CFA is being used for the data analysis, the researcher looks 
at the factor loadings and intercepts across groups to determine if there 
are group diff erences in response styles. 

 Th e researcher decides to use a convenience sample because the fi nd-
ings are not going to be generalized to the larger population of Mexican 
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American and non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents. Although a conve-
nience sample is used, the researcher can still enhance the comparability 
of the groups by collecting data on potential confounding variables (e.g., 
family socioeconomic status and gender), which can then be controlled 
for in the statistical analyses. Wanting to ensure that the results of the 
study can be attributed to true diff erences between the groups and not to 
the mode of data collection, the researcher decides to use only one mode 
of data collection: self-administered surveys. 

 In addition to establishing equivalence at each phase of the research 
process, equivalence still has to be established by statistical methods. Th e 
fi rst step of the data analysis is to clean the data to make sure that the data 
were entered correctly. Any data that were entered incorrectly are deleted 
and replaced with the correct data. 

 Th e data preparation also involves an analysis of missing data. 
In our hypothetical example, let us assume that the results of the 
missing-value analysis indicate that cases with missing values are not 
systematically diff erent from cases without missing values. A complete 
case approach is used, which is viewed as an acceptable approach when 
data are missing at random (  Schaefer, & Graham, 2002  ). If the data 
are not missing at random, then imputing the missing values may be 
appropriate. (Researchers interested in learning more about imputing 
missing data, please refer to   Baraldi and Enders [2010]  ,   Enders [2006]  , 
and   Graham [2009]  ). 

 Th e second step is equivalence assessment. Equivalence assessment 
is done by examining the descriptive statistics for each group and estab-
lishing both conceptual/confi gural and metric equivalence of the CES-D, 
using an MG-CFA. 

 Th e researcher reviews the means, standard deviations, skewness, 
kurtosis, and histograms for each group separately. Histograms of the 
total score for each group and of the scores for each item of the CES-D 
for each group can be examined to determine the shape of the distribu-
tions for each group. Ideally, the histograms should show that these dis-
tributions of the total scores and the scores for the items of the CES-D 
are normally distributed. In the case example, the histograms showed 
that the total scores and the scores for the items were normally dis-
tributed. Based on an examination of these histograms, the researcher 
concludes that the distributions of the total scores of the CES-D for 
the Mexican American and non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents are 
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normal and similar in shape. If the histograms showed that the total 
scores and the scores for the items were not normally distributed and 
similar in shape, then the researcher would need to determine if the 
data were infl uenced by a particular response style. Diff erences in the 
distributions of the data may be initial indicators of there being dif-
ferences in the reliability of a measure for the groups involved in the 
study prior to assessing the reliability of the measure (  Tran, 2009  ). Th e 
researcher looks at the outliers for each of these groups separately to 
see if they fall within the same range for each group. Examining the 
outliers is also helpful in determining whether the respondents have a 
particular response style. 

 Conceptual/configural equivalence was assessed by conducting 
a CFA to determine whether the CES-D had the same factor struc-
ture for both study groups. Based on the work of   Crockett et  al. 
(2005)  , which suggested that a 4-factor model has an acceptable fit 
to the data for both groups, the researcher decides that this is the 
first model to test. As mentioned earlier, the four factors are Negative 
Affect, Positive Affect (reverse scored), Interpersonal Aspects, and 
Somatic Symptoms. The researcher decides to evaluate the model 
using the four indices discussed in   chapter  3  . The fit indices indicate 
that the 4-factor solution fits the data well for both groups—Mexican 
American adolescents and non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents 
which provides evidence of conceptual/configural equivalence across 
the two groups. 

 Furthermore, the researcher can establish construct equivalence 
by assessing metric equivalence. Metric equivalence is established by 
imposing equality on the factor loadings across the two groups and fi t-
ting the factor model to the data for each group simultaneously. If the 
model fi ts well, metric equivalence is established. In the case example, 
the researcher establishes metric equivalence to determine whether 
the items on the CES-D are identical and have the same meaning 
across the two groups. 

 Th e metric equivalence of the measure is assessed by conduct-
ing an MG-CFA. Th e researcher compares a model in which the fac-
tor loadings are constrained to be equal across groups with one where 
the factor loadings are free to vary. A chi-square diff erence test is con-
ducted to assess for signifi cant diff erences between the constrained 
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and unconstrained models. Th e factors are allowed to correlate freely 
in both models. In our example, the unconstrained 2-group model fi ts 
the data well. Additionally, the constrained model fi ts the data well. Th e 
chi-square diff erence test indicates that the unconstrained model is not 
signifi cantly diff erent from the constrained model, so the researcher has 
established full metric equivalence. 

 Aft er determining that conceptual/confi gural and metric equiva-
lence have been established, the researcher is interested in assessing 
the reliability of the measure. Given that this is a multidimensional 
measure, the researcher assesses its reliability using the appropri-
ate procedures to calculate a multidimensional reliability coeffi  cient. 
Th e multidimensional reliability coeffi  cient is acceptable. Th erefore, 
the researcher begins to analyze the data to test the study’s hypothesis 
that Mexican American adolescents would be more depressed than 
non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents, even aft er controlling for gender 
and family socioeconomic status. Th e researcher conducts a hierarchi-
cal multiple regression analysis. Gender and family socioeconomic sta-
tus, which serve as the control variables, are entered at Step 1. Ethnicity 
is dichotomized (1  =   Mexican  and 0  =   non-Hispanic Caucasian ) and 
entered at Step 2. Th e fi nal model is statistically signifi cant. It is found 
that Mexican American adolescents are more likely to report being 
depressed than non-Hispanic Caucasian adolescents, even aft er con-
trolling for gender and family socioeconomic status. Th e results are 
consistent with the researcher’s hypothesis, and the researcher can be 
confi dent that the results are accurate because suffi  cient methodologi-
cal precautions were taken to establish equivalence at each phase of the 
research process.  

    SUMMARY   

 We hope that the hypothetical case illustration provided the readers with 
a sense of how to establish equivalence at each phase of the research pro-
cess. Additionally, the case illustrated how descriptive statistics (means, 
standard deviations, skewness, and kurtosis) can be examined to deter-
mine initially if measurement equivalence has been established across 
the groups. 
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 In  Chapter  5  , which is the concluding chapter of this book, we will be 
discussing the following: the use of qualitative methods to establish mea-
surement equivalence; the challenges of conducting research to establish 
equivalence using national datasets; and future directions for social work 
education at the doctoral level. Additionally, the contributions of this 
book to research methodology will be highlighted.      
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 Conclusion    

      

    Th is chapter will focus on three topics:  the use of qualitative methods 
to establish measurement equivalence; the challenges of conducting 
research to establish equivalence using national datasets; and future 
directions for social work education at the doctoral level.    

      QUALITATIVE METHODS IN ESTABLISHING MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE   

 Th e approaches to establishing measurement equivalence discussed in 
this book rely heavily on quantitative methods. Social work researchers 
conducting research with diverse groups need to be aware of the contri-
bution that qualitative methods can make to establishing measurement 
equivalence. According to   Knight et al. (2009)  , qualitative methods can 
be used to develop the measure to assess the construct of interest. Both 
focus groups and qualitative interviews can be used to develop items to 
be included on the survey. In other words, both focus groups and quali-
tative interviews can be used to establish conceptual equivalence, which 
is important at both problem-formulation and measurement-selection 
phases of the research process. In addition to noting that qualitative 
methods are helpful in establishing conceptual equivalence, Knight and 
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colleagues also recommend that qualitative methods be used to detect 
non-equivalence. When quantitative methods fail to establish conceptual 
equivalence, focus groups or qualitative interviews can be conducted to 
determine if new items need to be added to the preexisting measures. 

 Given that researchers need to ensure that the construct has the same 
meaning across groups, employing both qualitative and quantitative 
methods will make an important contribution to our understanding of 
how persons conceptualize phenomenon under investigation. Th erefore, 
we are recommending that content on the use of mixed methods to estab-
lish measurement equivalence be introduced in courses where social 
work doctoral students learn about conducting research with diverse 
groups.  

    THE CHALLENGES OF CONDUCTING RESEARCH TO ESTABLISH EQUIVALENCE 
USING NATIONAL DATASETS   

 National and large datasets are important resources that can be used by 
researchers to conduct research with diverse groups. Yet many of these 
datasets do not include the necessary information needed for research-
ers to establish equivalence when conducting research with these groups. 
Th is means that researchers using these datasets to look at diff erences 
between diverse groups may have inadvertently reported erroneous fi nd-
ings. Given this, it is critical that both national and large datasets include 
all the relevant information that will allow researchers to establish equiv-
alence when conducting research with diverse groups. Information that 
needs to be included is the following: adequate sample sizes for all groups 
in the datasets so that researchers can conduct group comparisons that 
would allow the detection of statistically signifi cant results; data at the 
individual level (i.e., data for each individual item on the scale and not 
merely the scale composite score); diverse groups identifi ed by subpopu-
lations so that researchers can account for within-group diversity; and 
contextual factors (e.g., geographical location, religious affi  liation). 

 In datasets where data are not provided at the individual level, there 
needs to be documentation in the codebook that details how measure-
ment equivalence was established so that researchers using these datasets 
can be assured that the results they obtained are refl ective of true group 
diff erences. In addition to there being information in the codebook 
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detailing how measurement equivalence was established, there needs to 
be information that clearly states how the sample was obtained; how the 
data were collected; and a rationale for why the measures were selected. 
Th e procedures used to obtain the sample should be clearly described so 
that researchers using the dataset can be assured that their groups were 
sampled in the same manner. Diff erent sampling strategies can result 
in certain groups being selected more than others to be in the dataset. 
Th erefore, details about how the data were collected from each group 
need to be outlined, so that researchers know that procedural equivalence 
has been established. A  rationale for why the measures were selected 
should be presented. Th e rationale should mention that the measures 
were selected based on the empirically based literature indicating that 
the measures have the same factor structure for the groups included in 
the sample. If the measures are standardized, the norms for each group 
should be reported. Cutoff  scores for each group should be presented 
as well, so that researchers can determine if scalar equivalence has been 
established. Th e mode of data collection should be noted, as research has 
provided evidence that diff erent modes of data collection are associated 
with diff erent response styles, aff ect the quality of the data, and infl uence 
the way people respond. 

 We have identifi ed a few of the obstacles that exist when one is con-
ducting research to establish equivalence using national datasets, and we 
have provided recommendations to address these challenges. We real-
ize that our recommendations cannot be implemented unless there are 
policies and procedures put into place. Policies and procedures have been 
developed to encourage researchers to share their data with the scientifi c 
community for secondary data analysis. Th ese policies clearly state what 
needs to be in shared datasets. We are recommending that these policies 
be modifi ed so that researchers are expected to include in their datasets 
what we have discussed above.  

    FUTURE DIRECTIONS   

    Social Work Doctoral Education   

 Social work researchers who are profi cient in conducting research with 
diverse groups are capable of producing valid and reliable fi ndings that 
signifi cantly contribute to the empirically based literature. Th erefore, it is 
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important that schools of social work increase the number of profi cient 
researchers. One way to do this is to introduce content in the doctoral 
research methodology courses that emphasizes the need to establish 
equivalence at all phases of the research process. Th is book can be used 
as a supplement to current textbooks that are used in these courses. 
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) and the use of factor analysis (FA) 
are commonly taught in social work doctoral programs. Th e examples 
in this book could easily be used when SEM and FA are being discussed. 
Presently there is concern among statisticians that applied researchers 
are not keeping up with the advances in the development of the SEM 
and CFA procedures (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2012; Rindskopf, 2012). To 
address this criticism, social work doctoral students could be introduced 
to Multiple Group Bayesian Confi rmatory Factor Analysis and Restricted 
Factor Analysis/Latent Moderated Structure in their SEM course. Th ese 
two techniques can be used to address some of the complexities associ-
ated with diversity. 

 It is our hope that this book will have an infl uence in shaping what 
social work doctoral students learn about conducting research with 
diverse groups. We also hope that this book encourages doctoral stu-
dents, social work researchers, and social work educators to further 
examine all of the various statistical procedures that can be used to 
assess measurement and structural equivalence the ones discussed in 
this text, and others that were beyond the scope of this book. Moreover, 
we hope this book will encourage them to routinely test for measure-
ment equivalence when conducting studies that look at group diff er-
ences. It is our hope that our book will heighten awareness of the need 
to test for measurement and structural equivalence when conducting 
research with diverse groups and that establishing equivalence at all the 
phases of the research process is important in producing methodologi-
cally sound and valuable research that can lead to eff ective interventions 
and public policies. 

 In conclusion, we hope we have provided our readers with insight 
into the processes and procedures that need to be used in order to achieve 
research-design equivalence. Our review of current research methodol-
ogy books revealed that the discussion of issues related to conducting 
research with diverse groups is oft en neglected or is limited at best. In 
situations where conducting research with diverse groups has been dis-
cussed, the focus has been on methods related to the implementation of 
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the study (e.g., recruitment and retention of participants from diverse 
groups, and the problem-formulation phase of the research process). 

 Additionally, there is limited discussion in statistics books on chal-
lenges related to analyzing data with diverse groups. One important con-
tribution of this book is that it has content about such research methods 
and statistics in one resource. An unique aspect of this book is that it 
discusses the need to establish equivalence at each phase of the research 
process and describes the processes and procedures that are used to do 
this. Finally, this book has heightened one’s awareness of the need take 
into consideration contextual factors when establishing measurement 
equivalence. Processes and procedures that achieve research-design 
equivalence are important for researchers to implement, regardless of 
what phenomenon one is studying using diverse groups. Th erefore, we 
feel that what has been presented in this book can advance the fi eld of 
research in several disciplines in addition to social work.       
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          Appendix A  

Chi-Square Difference 
Testing Using the 

Satorra-Bentler Scaled 
Chi-Square: Hispanic 

and African 
American Males     

  Dr. Scott Colwell from the University of Guelph has developed a web-based 
calculator that will perform these calculations (See http://www.uoguelph.
ca/~scolwell/qmlinks2.html). Th e calculations and instructions presented are 
based on the information found on the Mplus website (http://statmodel.com/
chidiff .shtml). 

      1.    Diff erence in test scaling correction cd.     

 cd = ((d0 * c0) − (d1 * c1))/(d0 − d1); d0 = df in the nested model. c0 = scal-
ing factor for the nested model. d1 = df in the comparisons model, and c1 = scal-
ing correction for the comparison model. 

 cd = ((34 * 1.414) − (32 * 1.374))/(34 − 32) = 2.054 

http://www.uoguelph.ca/~scolwell/qmlinks2.html
http://statmodel.com/chidiff.shtml
http://statmodel.com/chidiff.shtml
http://www.uoguelph.ca/~scolwell/qmlinks2.html
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      2.    Compute the MLR scaled chi-square diff erence test.  

  T0 = MLR chi-square values for the nested model. T1 = MLR chi-square values 
for the comparison model.     

 ΔMLR χ 2  (  Δ          df   )  = ((T0 * c0) – (T1 * c1))/cd 
 ΔMLR χ 2  (2)  = ((82.30 * 1.414) − (56.44 * 1.374))/2.054 

 ΔMLR χ 2  (2)  =18.90,  p  <.01 

    ESTABLISHING THE BASE CFA MODEL HISPANIC AND 
AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALES   

      1.    Diff erence in test scaling correction cd.     

 cd = ((34 * 1.281) − (31 * 1.22))/(34 − 31) = 1.92 

      2.    Compute the MLR scaled chi-square diff erence test.     

     T0 = MLR chi-square values for the nested model. T1 = MLR chi-square values 
for the comparison model.     

 ΔMLR χ 2  (  Δ        New    df   )  = ((T0 * c0) − (T1 * c1))/cd 
 ΔMLR χ 2  (3)  = ((91.98 * 1.281) − (42.68 * 1.22))/1.92 

 ΔMLR χ 2  (3)  = 34.25,  p  <.01      
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Adjusted Chi-Square 
Difference 

Test: Confi gural 
versus Weak Factor 
Equivalence Model     

  In this example the nested model is the weak factor equivalence model 
(χ 2  (  73  )  = 118.19, Scale Correction factor = 1.32 and the confi guralmodel (χ 2  (64)  = 
118.29, Scale Correction factor = 1.31) is the comparison model 

      1.    Diff erence in test scaling correction cd. 

   cd = ((d0 * c0) − (d1*c1)) / (d0 − d1)
    cd = ((d0 * c0) − (d1*c1)) / (d0 − d1);
    cd = ((73*1.308) − (64*1.322))/(73 − 64);    
cd = 1.21 

   d0 = df in the nested model
    c0 = scaling factor for the nested model.    
d1= df in the comparisons model.
c1 = scaling correction for the comparison model      
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   2.    Compute the MLR scaled chi-square diff erence test ΔMLR χ 2  (9) . 

   ΔMLR χ 2   (  Δ        New    df)  = ((T0*c0) − (T1 *c1))/cd
    ΔMLR χ 2   (9)  = ((118.19*1.31) − (118.59*1.32))/1.21
    ΔMLR χ 2   (9)  = 1.42 

   T0 = MLR chi-square values for the nested model.    
T1 = MLR chi-square values for the comparison model.             
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          Appendix C 

Structural Equation 
Modeling Programs 

for Conducting 
Measurement 

Equivalency Analyses                

 Statistical Programs  Resources 

 AMOS  (B.   Byrne, 2009  ) 
 EQS  (B. M.   Byrne, 2006  ) 
 LISREL  (  Raykov, 2004  ) 
 SAS PROC CALIS  (  Jones-Farmer, Pitts, & Rainer, 2008  ) 
 STATA  (  Gregorich, 2006  ) 
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